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Nineteen Fifty 
r;-+.!) 
PHOEBUS 
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 
GRADUATES OF 1950 
FROM YOUR HOST 
IN LEAMINGTON 
·DIANA SWEETS 
THE RESTAURANT OF DISTINCTION 
Meet Your Friends at Diana 's and enjoy the best 
foods, courteously served in pleasant 
comfortable surroundings 
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~ ...... ~ .... ~ 
Compliments of 
F. W. Sorrell 
• 
WATCH REPAIRS 
• 
2 Erie Street North 
Leamington 
The Treasure 
Ship 
GIFTS - SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
PHONE 70 
42 Talbot St. E., Leamington 
'*** •+•. *-*" t ••• ......,, t ••• ~~ 
Ortho-Pedic Shoes 
Made For Feet Hard To Fit 
JOHN K. HIMBERTH 
32 Talbot St. E., Phone 936w 
h* • ~···-
Ray Jacobs: "I don't believe George Washington was an honest man." 
John Hamm: "Is that so?" "Why not?" 
Ray: "Well, if he was so honest, why do they close all the banks on his birthday?" 
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 
KINGSTON ONTARIO 
Incorporated by Royal Charter 1841 
Situated in the oldest city in Ontario; 34 buildings. 
Normal registration about 4,500; health insurance provided during session. 
~RTS - Courses leading to the degrees of B.A., M.A., B.Com., M.Com. 
Part of the work may be done by Summer School and correspondence. 
SCIENCE - Courses leading to the degrees of B.Sc. and M.Sc. in Chemistry, 
Mineralogy and Geology, Physics; and in Mining, Chemical. Civil, 
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering. 
MEDICINE- Courses leading to the degrees of M.D., C.M. and M.Sc. (Med.) .. 
Diploma of Public Health, and Diploma in Medical Radiology. 
NURSING SCIENCE - Courses leading to the degree of B.N.Sc. 
PHYSICAL AND HEALTH EDUCATION - Course leading to the degree 
of B.P.H.E. 
Matriculation Pamphlet, sent on request, includes complete list of 
scholarships and prizes awarded on entrance and on University Work. 
WRITE FOR A COPY OF QUEEN'S IN PICTURES 
~ ... t t t t ... t' •• , t t t t ••• t...........,., t ...... t t .............................. "-' 
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GEO. NEWNHAM 
Drummer Proprietor 
For Best Quality Instruments 
and Excellent Service 
Buy Drums and Trumpet Band 
Equipment From the Only 
Exclusive 
--DR UM S HOP---
In Canada 
Featuring The Quality Lines Of 
LUDWIG & LUDWIG - W.F.L. - LEEDY 
Write For Catalog and Special Literature 
DRUMMER'S PARADISE 
59 Queen Street East Torontot Canada 
~ ....................... ...., .............................. ~ 
Barbara: "Did anyone comment on the way I handled our new car?" 
Mr. Mills: "One man made a brief remark - fifty dollars and costs." 
'-'------------·~ 
~ Cyril Moss 
F.C.C.O. - L.T.C.M. 
Organist and Choirmaster 
Leamington United Church 
Preparation of Students for 
all Examinations 
PI ANO 
ORGAN 
Phone 147J 
VOICE 
THEORY 
67 Mill E. 
. 
I 
_.._., ewe t t t Aiut: t '*wt t V + e twt: t '-* t ~ 
--L. H. 5.--
SCHOOL RINGS 
and 
SCHOOL PINS 
• 
Ask For Prices on Specially 
Made-Up Class Pins and Rings 
--at--
Knowlton's 
7 Talbot West 
Nineteen Fifty PHOEBUS 
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STUDENTS 
Receive Special Attention 
---AT---
VARSITY SPORTS CENTRE 
1445 Ottawa St. 
Windsor, Ontario 
LIMITED 
80 Dundas Street 
London, Ontario 
10 Sandwich St. E. 
Windsor Ontario 
;wt.; n t t e n V t .., n ._, e ,.. t ._, e t t t t ._. t V1at e.., t ._,., t V t e..., t t t t e.; e + tu• t """-1.. 
Eric: "I don't believe I deserve absolute zero on this test." 
Mrs. Anderson: "I don't either, but it's the lowest mark I'm allowed to give." 
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Compliments of 
H. 0. Daykin 
"'4gency 
§ 
General Insurance 
§ 
Since 1900 
liwt t t t ....... t t ••• t t t t • , • * ""'-
Compliments of 
Feldlllan's 
Men's & Children's 
Wear 
-; t , • t • t • t • t • ~-· • ·~ 
Nineteen Fifty 
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Compliments of 
Eastern Business Supply 
Co. Ltd. 
t • t , t • t • t t ••••••••••••• ·~ 
D. M. TIPPETT 
REAL ESTATE BROKER 
68 Talbot St., Leamington 
PHONE 478 
PHOEBUS 
~.,,,,v.-.uuwAA-.uu~....-
Compliments of 
LEWIS W. COLLINS 
OPTOMETRIST 
Compliments of 
TOM COOKE 
Arthur Godfrey's French lesson: Carte blanche Take Blanche home. Coup de Grace 
Cut the grass. Au contraire- Away from the city. A la carte On the wagon. 
Complim e nts of 
-AND-
LAUNDRY SERVICE 
e DRY CLEANING - MINOR REPAIRS 
e LAUNDRY - 5 SERVICES 
e STORAGE - FULLY INSURED 
e DYEING - RUG CLEANING 
"Our Best Reference Your Friend or Neighbour" 
PHONE 1084R 
PLANT: 54 Hodgins St., LEAMINGTON, ONT. 
Nineteen Fifty 
~ 
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Atkin's Flowers 
Member of F. T. D. 
§ 
Flowers For All Occasions 
§ 
Talbot Street West 
PHONE 348 
........... ...., .. ...., ........... ....... 
PHOEBUS 
KENNEDY'S 
CLEANERS 
In Business Since 1895 
Always the best in 
DRY CLEANING 
• 
LET US CONTINUE TO 
SERVE YOU 
• 
G"'+.!> 
PHONE 192 - TALBOT ST. E . 
Mr. Graham's favorite question to the four rifle shooting managers: "Have you shot 
yourself yet?" 
............. ,. .... ..,. ........... 
Compliments of 
TOYNE'S 
F I S H ---C H I P S 
......................... ,., .............. 
Compliments of 
M. R. GARDNER 
B.A., R.O. 
52 Talbot St. W. - Phone 181 
I 
.............................. ~ 
Compliments of 
Wall's Bargain Store 
Men's and Boys' Clothing 
and Shoes 
- 34 Talbot Street East -
........ ... ~ ............. ~ .. 
Compliments of 
L. R. MANN 
SUITS MADE TO MEASURE 
PHONE 390 
Erie Street S. - Leamington 
Nineteen Fifty 
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Congratulations To The 
Students of Leamington High School 
,, 
ITS 
ITS GOOD 
Have You Tried Our 
DUTCH CRUNCH BREAD? 
KITCHEN PROVED CAKES 
l>tiONf 116w Lf4MIN6TON 
~ 
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A. R. KelJow A. S. Robinson 
KELLOW & ROBINSON 
§ 
PLUMBING HEATING 
TINSMITHING 
FESS OIL BURNERS 
§ 
:LVruttwtl t .... , t • t , , ..., • , • t t , , ~ 
PHOEBUS 
c.+,!) 
Compliments of 
THE 
METROPOLITAN 
STORE 
LIMITED 
• 
Talbot St. W. Leamington 
, e e t ,_, e n n e ....._,, e t t t ._..,, t t e + ~ 
Some people love to go to the movies, while others go to the movies to love. 
~ ••• A •• ,... •• "' •••• ,... •• ' .,..... •••• ,..,.. • C •• ""' •• u •• .,..... •••• ~ 
Compliments of 
THE LUDLAM LUMBER CO. 
---LIMITED---
LEAMINGTON - ONTARIO 
Established 1893 
Nineteen Fifty PHOEBUS 
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r, 
I ~ TRBU-btk 
The "forbidden" fragrance which 
hos whispered its way around the globe •.. adorns 
/ 
you completely .. . irresistibly when worn in all threo-
~ the Perfume, the Cologne, the Lipstick 
TABU Perfume $3.00 to $35.00 
origlnol dram-purse size $3.00 ~~~" $7 0 :;;., TABU Cologne $2.25 to .0 
t~ 
TABU lipstick $1.75 ond $2.75 
/ 
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Nineteen Fihy PHOEBUS 
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BEST WISHES .. .. . 
Foremost Shippers of Quality l'efttables from /,eami11fto11 a11d Rssex Co1111ty 
Phone: Office 881 Re!>idence 294 
LES ROCK, Mgr. 
Teacher: "How many persons are in the Jones family?" 
Billy: "Let's see, father, mother and baby." 
Teacr,er: "How many is that?" 
Billy: "Two and one to carry." 
ri..,,,,-.,,,,w,49'¥4A¥¥........., 
Art Morse 
GROWERS' SUPPLIES 
• 
Sincere Congratulations and 
Best Wishes to the 1950 
Graduates of the 
LE AMINGTON HIGH 
SCHOOL 
••••~•••••v•••• ... •"-\ 
'-"········· ..... ··,-.·····~ 
Compliments of 
- - LADIES' WEAR - -
Talbot Street E., Leamington 
, • t t t •• tuaV. t t t .... t ...... . ...... 
BROWN & McMULLIN 
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS 
69 Erie St. S. Leamington 
Nineteen F,fty PHOEBUS 
~ ------------------------ - (;"+.:) 
~ .,._ ................... ..... 
DAVIDSON - OTTON 
Insurance Agency 
§ 
"A Complete Insurance 
Service" 
Compliments of 
CLARKE'S 
MUSIC STORE 
38 Talbot Street West 
, .... .....,_. ............... ..... 
Compliments of 
C. A. SMITH 
GROCERIES 
71 Erie St. N. Phone 195 
, .............................. "' 
...... . . . .,..... .................... . 
Compliments of 
SAYER'S NORTH END 
GROCERY 
144 Erie St. X., Phone 526R 
• 
Bob MacDonald: "Was Mrs. Anderson mad when }OU asked her for more marks?" 
Leon Campbell: "No, she> was as gentle as a Jamb." 
Bob: "What did she say?" 
Leon: "Baa!" 
BEAVER LUMBER CO. LTD. 
"A BOARD OR A CARLOAD" 
7 OAK STREET EAST PHONE 1319 
Nineteen Fifty PHOEBUS 
C'+-!) ~ 
Comp l im en ts of 
OF LEAMINGTON 
Juliet: "I'm so worried, I have butterflies in my stomach." 
June: "Take an aspirin, and the butterflies will go away." 
Juliet: "I took an aspirin! They're playing ping-pong with it." 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
• Barbers of Leomington 
Bert Knight D. J. Dillon 
Dunphy Bros. 
Hugh Hall Roy Pickle 
• • • ......_.,,,,,,, ,,,._ .....v••Vz.t::J.t• ea e '°"''....,,_ 
._... ...................... 4 •••• 
Compliments of 
BATEMAN'S MEAT 
MARKET 
Fresh and Cured Meats 
PHONE 434 
Erie St. S. Leamington 
Compliments of 
DURAND 
SHOE HOSPITAL 
Shoes repaired while you wait 
Erie St. S. Leamington 
Nineteen Fifty PHOEBUS 
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• 
• 
For BETTER Snapshots . • • • • 
Essex County's Finest 
"CRAFT MASTER PHOTO F ! NISH I N G" 
---BY---
Lomac Studios Leamington 
' 
' 
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Compliments of 
W. H. Hurst & Sons 
Builders and Contractors 
Phone 817J LEAMING TON 33 Elliott Street 
~r. +t> ..._. t ""'* t. t,. ~. t t t t ....... ......._.ft ••••••• -
Miss Ellwood: "Bill, what are you eating?" 
Burgess: "Nothing" 
Miss Ellwood: "Well, put the shells in the basket." 
• 
Compliments of 
OF LEAMINGTON 
• 
. 
. 
. 
. 
PHOEB US N ineteen Fifty 
c,+-!) 
----------------- <,+.:, 
WE ARE GRA TEr,;UL 
for the privilege of serving the citizens of Leam-
ington and young generations of high school 
students for the last quarter of a century. 
With the Compliments of 
MALOR'S CLEANERS & DYERS 
52 Erie St. N PHONE 225 Leamington 
John: "Have an)' of your childhood dreams been realized?" 
J ake: "One of th<'m. When my mother combed my hair , I used to \vish I didn't 
ha\e anJ 
BEST WISHES to the 
STUDE~ AND STAFF 
of the 
LEAl\IINGTON HIGH 
SCHOOL 
from 
:3 Talbot St. W. Leaming-ton 
. ..,, .................. ~ 
Compliments of 
National Stationers 
Limited 
DISTRIBUTORS F OR 
ELLAMS DUPLJCATOUS 
AND SUPPLIES 
Duplicator Papers Etc. 
TOROXTO - WIXNIPEG 
VANCOUVER 
Nineteen Fifty 
c-+,.!l 
SAVE MONEY AT 
MAC'S 
DRY CLEANING 
§ 
CASH AND CARRY 
Popular Prices 
§ 
46 Mill Street West 
tttttttt••·-
PHOEBUS 
(i'-..:) 
YARD GOODS - CURTAINS 
McCALL PATTERNS 
/ 
BLANKETS 
§ 
PHONE 1407W 
§ 
E. Chambers, prop. 
, .... ._.._. ............... ~ 
Mr. Dresser: 'Did you kill any moths with those moth balls I sold you the other day?' 
Dorothy Dawe: "No, I tried for five hours but I couldn't hit one." 
HAMLIN'S GARAGE 
General Service 
Repainting Batteries 
Body Bumping 
Tires 
WHITE ROSE SNACK BAR 
I 19 Erie St. N. Phone I 175 
Nineteen Fifty PHOEBUS 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(.'+.:) 
Congratulations and Best Wishes from 
The Kinsmen Club 
Tom Bee , Pres. Irving Cantor, Vice-Pres. 
Robert Forbes: "What's the hurry, what are you running for?" 
John Fox: "I'm trying to stop a fight." 
Bob: "Who's fighting?" 
John: "Me, and another fellow." 
Sette1·i n15ton 
tia1·dwa1·e 
§ 
C-1-L PAINTS 
Sunworthy Wallpaper 
E lectrical Appliances 
§ 
PHONE 480 
Leamington 
M. SCHMIDT 
JEWELLERY STORE 
Diamonds 
Watches 
Silverware 
Clocks 
Expert Watch Repairing 
8 Talbot Street West 
,.,._.., • .........,..,,,,eev•••"" 
--4 
Nineteen Fifty 
~ 
PHOEBUS 
t , TOBACCO AND 1•1e CONFECTIONERY 
JACK WHITE, prop, 
§ 
Tobaccos 
Magazines 
Ice Cream 
Greeting Cards 
§ 
14 Erie St. N. Learnington 
(i'+.:J 
Compliments of 
DONALD MORRISON 
-GENERAL STORE-
§ 
ALBUNA 
. .......................... ~ 
Boss: "How is it that you're late this morning?" 
Ralph T~ppett: "I overslept sir." 
Boss: "How did you happen to oversleep?" 
Railph: "'I1here were eight oi us in the house sir, and the alarm was set for seven." 
Congratulations and Best Wishes from 
THE LEAMINGTON 
ROTARY CLUB 
Nineteen Fifty PHOEBUS 
~ -----------------------
~ 
Hyatt Motor 
Sales 
CHRYSLER- PLYMOUTH 
SALES & SERVICE 
Chryco Parts - Accessories 
Repairs To All Makes Of Cars 
27 Princess St. Phone 91 
Leamington 
~······" 
Gary Corlett: '1What's a Chinese urn?" 
BEAUL'S Upholste ring 
-Old F urniture Rebuilt-
Like New ! 
Agents for Venetian Blinds 
Phone 997-R - 21 Mrn St. W. 
•••••••• • •n•~***'-'. 
Compliments of 
The Leamington Shoe 
Shine 
JOHNNY BRUNATO, prop. 
Erie St. S . Leamington 
.....,, • ._ ••• ,,,,..........,v,e ......... 
Ron Ed.wards: "That depends on how Jong he works." 
Compliments of 
International Hotel 
"A Home A way From Home" 
§ 
N. B. J ackson, E. Narusis 
Proprietors 
Compliments of 
LEE HING 
LAUNDRY 
Erie St. S. Leamingion 
~············ .... ···••"-4. 
~ ...... ~ ........ ~ 
LEAMINGTON 
SANITARY 
DAIRY 
·1· ..
QUALITY DAIRY 
PRODUCTS 
., . 
.. 
58 Mill Street West 
Phone 324 
Nineteen Fifty 
c-...!> 
Compliments of 
VAN'S LUGGAGE 
SHOP 
TRUNKS - BILLFOLDS 
LADIES' HAND BAGS 
HOSIERY 
H. Van Cauwenberghe. prop. 
40 Erie St. s., Leamington 
Telephone I 00 I 
.............................. t ...... 
PHOEBUS 
~ 
""'''' .......................... . 
Compliments of 
=========Meluin' s 
EVERYTHING IN 
LADIES' WEAR 
., . 
.. 
5 ERIE NORTH 
, ................ """'*'*'-' 
Marjorie: "Graydon asked me to marry him and make him the happiest man in the 
world." 
Muriel: "Which are you going to do?" 
- ........... ..,,.,, 
4 Princess Ave. Phone 104 
FREUND MOTOR 
SALES 
Austin Sales & Service 
§ 
Expert Repairing on all makes 
of Cars. 
§ 
Specializing in 
BUMPING and PAINTING 
§ 
British American Gas & Oil 
§ 
Dunlop TireR - Hart Batteries 
SAVE MONEY AT 
Matteis Furniture 
Company 
• 
LOWEST PRICES 
• 
Talbot Street West 
Telephone I 307R 
Nineteen Fifty 
G°'f'..,!> 
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Compliments of 
C. B. Huffman· 
& Son 
§ 
Phone 311 
. 
. 
PHOEBUS 
(i'.....:) 
BOSHMAN FURNITURE 
EXCHANGE 
WE BUY AND SELL 
NEW & USED FURNITURE 
Trade-In-Allowance on 
Furn iture, Washers, Sewing 
Machines, Etc. 
13 Mill W. Phone 475 
Mr. Thompson: "Did I hear the clock .strike three when you came home last night?" 
Joyce (pleased): "Yes Dad, it was going to strike eleven, but I stopped it so it 
wouldn't wake you up.'• 
Compliments of 
F. Paterson & Son 
• 
DRY GOODS 
• 
TELEPHONE 315 
Talbot St. W., Leamington 
Compliments of 
CANTOR'S 
QUALITY MARKET 
• 
.............................. 
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Published by the Students of Leamington High School 
Principal • J. N. Hume 
Faculty -- 23 Members. Student Body -- 550 
School Co/ors - Maroon and Gold. School Motto - Virtute et Labore 
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Nineteen Fifty 
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{-1% VERY second year the 
~ students of the Leaming-
ton District High School 
publish a large issue of the 
school magazine "The Phoe-
bus." This 1950 book contains 
in picture and story a complete 
account of our activities during 
the past school year. 
Since the I 948 publication, 
our school size has once again 
increased T h e Leamington 
High School District now is com-
posed of the town of Leaming-
ton, the Village of Wheatley, 
the Township of Mersea, and 
portions of the Townships of 
Gosfield South and Romney. 
Our High School area contains 
over 15,000 people and this has 
caused an increase in our peak 
enrolment to 630 pupils. 
PHOEBUS 
~ 
J. N. lllJME 
With this edition we welcome our Wheatley-Romney students. The 
Wheatley High School section of the Phoebus covers the one Grade 9 and 
one Grade l O being taught at the Wheatley High School. All grade 11, 12 and 
13 students of our area are in attendance at the Leamington school. With the 
completion of a new school all our pupils will be able to receive instruction 
in one building with proper facilities for secondary school work. 
We are naturally proud of our academic record of 92% of all University 
Entrance Examinations passed in 1949 but we are also pleased to be offering 
excellent instruction in the practical subjects, commercial work, general shop, 
home economics, agriculture, art, and music. Our activity programme provides 
for all students, rural or urban, the most important training for citizenship and 
community life that can only be obtained by participation in the glee clubs, 
the drama groups, the bands, the majorettes, the cadet corps, the athletic games, 
and the necessary executive work. 
This three-fold plan is the present day progressive programme of an 
Ontario High School with the aim of providing the best secondary school 
education to the greatest number of our young people. 
- 4 -
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PHOEBUS 
(i-+,:) 
Editoriiaf John C.'l.ump 
~ E. the students of the Leamington High School. take pleasure 
~ in publishing this our year book. 
In one sense, The Phoebus serves as a method of conveying 
to our parents and friends, illustrations of the many and varied 
activities we have at the Leamington High School, of which we are 
justly proud. Also, through The Phoebus we salute our school and 
above all the members of the staff who are responsible for our many 
achieve'nents and successes. 
As m~ny of the activities illustrated throughout our book are 
extra-curricular, this means that the teachers have given up a great 
deal of their own private time. 
In one way or another each of the 580 students at the High 
School has contributed to this publication, which we hope will serve 
as a pleasant reminder of school life for many years to come. 
It is our fond hope that the Year Book will serve, not only as 
a source of pride to us, the students, but to our parents also, who 
give us the opportunity of obtaining the fine training, not only in 
theory, but in practice, which is offered at the Leamington High 
School. 
The members of The Phoebus staff, with myself, wish to take this 
opportunity of thanking sincerely our advertisers, without whose 
assistance our publication could not be realized. We wish to thank 
also, Mr. Gordon Widmeyer who published our book and Mr. Henry 
Fisher for his very fine photographs. The co-operation of these 
various groups was responsible for the success of The Phoebus. 
-5-
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PUBLIC SPEAKING WINNERS 
PHOEBUS 
-------~ 
Back Row: Mounce Cosyn, David Suzuki, Loanne Graham, Douglas Graham, George Cole. 
Front Row: lane Anderson·, loyce McGregor, Faye Hillier. 
PUBLIC SPEAKING 
Again this winter term Public Speaking played an important part in our 
school activities. Evidence of enthusiasm was proven by the fact that 163 
students entered th'3 elimim.tions from the four houses. 
The siud8n~s are qu'ck to re~Lze the advantages of the art of speaking and 
the f n"" train:ng r2ce;ved at the High School. 
In the final contests, March 6 and 7, two speakers from each of the houses 
Alpha, Be'.a, Ga"Tlma and Delta-vied for the Public Speaking Crest. As this 
crest i., considored one of the most important, competition is very keen. 
The crest this year was won by Alpha House. The speakers who aided in 
winn ng the crest for their house were:-Maurice Cosyn, Jane Anderson, Joy 
Morrison. 
Every year since its inception in 1939, enthusiasm over Public Speaking 
has increased and the final contests have become increasingly closer. This 
year the student3 witnessed the closest contest ever judged. The margin of 
points between the houses was very small, Alpha winning by a scant half point. 
Thus this year we salute Alpha house for being the proud possessor of 
,he Publ;c S::,eakin-:;J Crast fer 1949-1950. 
-8-
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CITIZENSHIP: KEYNOTE OF DEMOCRACY 
Canada is recognized all over the world as a democracy. Why? Because 
Canada is a country in which the w ill of the majority rules. Democracy is like 
a piece of machinery which cannot run by itself. It needs power. The power 
comes from the people who have adopted democracy for the purposes of 
securing their will. Therefore, it is important for every person to have a share 
in it. Democracy gives the citizen self-government, which can be good or bad 
depending upon the citizens. 
Citizenship brings duties and responsibilities. In modern democracies, 
the citizens are the rulers of the land. A country cannot be strong, intelligent, 
or iust if its citizens are weak. Without good government, there can be no 
peace, no justice, no protection of family life, no security and little happiness. 
What are these duties which make a good, solid citizen? The first duty is 
obedience to the laws of the government. Just as a basketball game cannot 
be played effectively unless the players abide by the rules, so a modern 
democracy cannot accomplish its purpose unless the citizens obey the laws. 
Next, a good citizen should be willing to co-operate voluntarily and intelligently, 
performing such duties as serving on juries, holding public office when elected, 
and military service. 
The right to vote cannot be over-emphasized. The voters elect representa-
tives to carry out their will in matters of government. Men of honesty and of 
good character should be elected to represent them. The responsibility for 
good representatives is upon the voters. In a democracy there is a battle of 
ballots to elect the representative; in a dictatorship there is sometimes a battle 
of bullets to end the rule of those in power. In order to vote intelligently, the 
voters must be interested in what is going on in their community, their province 
and their country. They should know the opinions of various candidates. 
Information can be sought by reading newspapers, magazine articles, listening 
to radio broadcasts, and speeches given by leading citizens. A good citizen 
should try to be impartial and think the matter over carefully before voting. 
It is the duty of a good citizen to take part in his community activities. 
Clubs and organizations have been set up to work for the good of the com-
munity. Exampl13s of these are church groups, Red Cross, Victorian Order of 
Nurses, and many service clubs. It is then the duty of the citizen to be loyal 
to the various groups with which he is associated. 
Let us realize some of the privileges which we enjoy, as the result of 
living in a democratic Canada. We have beautiful parks and playgrounds; 
paved, well-lighted streets. We are protected by a police force. For part of 
our education we can attend free schools; when older, we may choose any 
occupation. We may select our own friends, and have the privilege of speaking 
freely on any subject. We may choose the church we wish to attend. These 
are privileges belonging only to citizens in a democracy. 
If our democracy is going to be successful, our citizens must be intelligent 
and well-educated. They must cultivate an active and logical public opinion. 
They must have a spirit of co-operation and good-will with their fellow-citizens. 
They must show their patriotism by taking part in public affairs and trying to 
do their very best for the welfare of the country. Considering all these th ings, 
it is citizenship that is the kevnote of democracy. 
- JO 
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ESCAPE 
My heart was heavy laden, 
I knew no joys of peace 
In the busy world in which I lived 
Where noise seemed not to cease. 
I wandered far away one day, 
To a place where great trees stood; 
And an arbour, a beautiful gateway 
Was an entrance to the wood. 
And as I walked into the wood, 
The arbour disappeared, 
But something seemed to tell me 
There was nothing to be feared. 
The surroundings were almost silent, 
But for a bubbling stream, 
Which wound in and out 
Through the velvet green. 
Here and there along the way 
Fragrant flowers stood, 
Which added grace and beauty 
To that enchanted wood. 
But soon the arbour re-appeared: 
Reluctantly I went 
Compelled, it seemed by an unseen force, 
Resentful of the time I'd spent. 
And oh, in vain how I have searched, 
Even in dreams for that lost wood. 
I'd leave all earthly troubles 
And live there, if I could. 
- Joann Rome l lA 
IT'S REALLY NOT SO BAD 
Junior Poem 
The alarm clock rings, at a quarter to seven, 
To stay in bed would surely be heaven, 
But your bus you must catch, half a mile away; 
Is this a good start for any day? 
When you get to school, you expect to be warm, 
But sometimes you wish you had never been born; 
You look in your memory, see at a glance 
Yourself at home reading, Love's Romance. 
You say that you hate school, but I doubt if that's true, 
For when you don't have it you wish that you do; 
You seem to like one teacher, the other you don't, 
But when you get down to it you like them both. 
School is over, till next morning at seven, 
Joy, laughter and happiness reign; 
But unless you're at school, you're really not living, 
So you're always willing to go there again. 
-Beverly Trevail 9D 
- 11-
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DOOMED FREEDOM 
Senior Compo,ition 
I sat nervously in a large leather chair which almost swallowed me from 
sight. People around me were talking in low, muffled voices. My conception 
of the whole affair was hopeless but it had been planned and I was a victim 
of doomed life. Many people were wringing their hands with glee to see such 
an incident happen to me; others secretly wept. 
Someone touched my arm and motioned towards the door. This was it; 
my last ride of freedom. The car was ready, and when seated, I found myself 
flanked by two large men whose faces were tense with glee. No one spoke, 
for they all were thinking of my oncoming doom. I had given up hope for I 
realized too late, that there was no backing out. Destiny was not far off. The 
car 1urched to a sudden stop. I was pushed out in front of a large stone, bleak 
looking building. There were cars on every side of the road, hundreds of 
people standing around, some sober faced, others with thirsty eyes, all waiting 
to enter and hear the official proceedings. 
I was directed into the building, down a hallway and into a small room, 
which was very stuffy. Here several men joined us and we all seated ourselves. 
The sun shone through the blec1k windows; the room was sweltering, and the 
time slowly ticked by. In the silence, voices were heard, and many strange 
sounds of a large group of people were audible. A soft knock jolted every 
mnn to his senses. 
The door was opened and I slowly walked out into the large room before 
a huge mass of staring faces. I stood before a man who had ruled many cases 
like mv own. His features were blank, his eyes cold and staring. When he 
spoke his voice was low and monotonous. He spoke for several minutes, 
then questioned me. I answered readily, for I was becoming tired and longed 
for the fresh air again. 
There was a pause; everyone was waiting b reathlessly for these last 
words. He drew a deep breath, slowly raised his hand and announced in a 
slow, steady voice: "I now pronounce you man and wife." 
- Garrett B. Smith l lA 
THE TROUBLES OF A TRAMP 
Junior Composition 
As the rain beat upon the paved street unmercifully, a bedraggled form 
staggered up the church steps and crouched into the protecting cranny. He 
dare not go in; at least not now while his mind was in its p resent turmoil. His 
confused thoughts came back no matter how hard he tried to push them out-
thoughts of his wife, of his seven-year-old boy, Jimmy, of the comfort of the 
white cottage he had left years before to enter into this new world of harsh, 
cruel, brutal ways. A car crept along, shoving its way through the heavy 
curtain of rain, while he followed it with wistful eyes, wishing he were the 
driver driving back to Illinois, to his wife and child-what was the use of 
dreaming? That would never be. With a faint shrug of his shoulders, he 
stumbled down the steps, and slowly faded into the rain and mist, leaving 
behind, whirling in a muddy puddle of water, a picture--a picture of a woman 
and child. 
-Anne Bellez 
- 12 -
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A WALK IN THE SPRING 
Junior Poem 
Let us take a walk through the wood, 
While we are in this imaginative mood; 
Let us observe Nature's guiding hand, 
Throughout this scenic, colourful land. 
Along a rocky ledge there dwells 
A fairy with her sweet blue-bells; 
Singing and dancing through the day, 
Enchanting all things in her delicate way. 
A brilliant blue-jay scolds a rabbit, 
Lecturing him on his playful habit. 
A lovely butterfly flits through the air, 
As though in this world it hasn't a care. 
The many birds give their mating calls, 
Lovelier than the Harp in Tara's Halls: 
A wary doe and her speckled fawn, 
Creep silently along on their moss-covered lawn. 
Water cress line the banks of a stream 
That is the answer to a fisherman's dream; 
Teeming with trout and la:rge black bass 
That scoot for cover as we noisily pass. 
The v-line of the geese reappear, 
Showing that spring is actually here; 
The swampy marshes are full of duck, 
In the water and on the muck. 
The air is filled with a buzzing sound, 
From above and from the ground: 
The air is heavy with the scent of flowers, 
Of new buds, and evergreen bowers. 
This precedes Nature's endless show, 
Of all things, both friend and foe, 
Living in her vast domain, 
And under her wise rule and reign. 
Thus within her kingdom lies, 
Filling scenes for hungry eyes; 
Also treasures of this natural world, 
Which, if watched carefully, will be unfurled. 
-David Suzuki 
- 13 -
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BACK ROW: Je;m D3wsc-n, Qi,, Hyatt. Dcrothy Yeung, Jca'ln~ Trnk-3:. Th,-Jma Burnfield. 
Mary Ccrnwall. E::lith Dundas, Barl:ara Jean Mills, Faye Hillier, Joyce Thompson. 
CENTRE ROW: Ethel Kir;.:, Jacqueline Lcugheed, Frances Nichcls, Betsy Barnet, Irnne Brcwn, 
Ursula Kurth, Margaref Elsley, Dorine Shaw, Marguerite Galloway, Mary Hair-
sin?, B~tty Cooper, Juliet Cole, Dorothy Bunn, Dorothy Dawe, Pat Harri:on, Anne 
Wright, Audrey Jackson. 
FRONT ROW: Marilyn Bakes, Rita Friesen, M~rjcrie Robinson, Ann Bradley, Miss Ellwood 
(librarian), Sylvia Willms (president), Jane Anderson, Violet Waites. An!'le JanoEik, 
Katie Dama. 
THE WEAL THY ORGANIZATION 
Again this year the hard-working Library Club members have contributed 
their part to the general welfare of the school. The Club is sponsored by Miss 
Ellwood, and under the direction of Sylvia Willms. At both the school and 
county meets, the Library Club had a profitable "hot dog booth." The work 
done in the library is often unnoticed by the students, but every member of the 
Club deserves a great deal of praise for their splendid work and co-operation. 
- U -
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COUNTY FIELD MEET 
PHOEBUS 
Leamington captured its fourth consecutive County Championship at 
Le:J.mington on October 5th when the annual Essex County Secondary School 
Association Track and Field Meet was held. 
It took 128 Y2 points to repossess the Cup. Kingsville came second with 
113 points, which was a good showing for a small school. Amherstburg then 
followed, with Essex and Tilbury being tied for fourth. North Essex, a com-
paratively new school, came in last. 
A f'ne school spirit was evidenced by athletes, the cheerleaders and the 
many onlookers. 
BASKETBALL ,, 
With the return of winter our attention turned to the new year's season 
of basketball. In the senior division of the girl's league, so far Delta and Gamma 
are ahead. Beta has come up victoriously after a year of crushing defeats. The 
Juniors, with Delta and Gamma in the playoffs were pretty evenly matched. 
The Juven;les are an enthusiastic group. In the try-outs over 75% of 
all girls turned out and the Be!as are tops up to this date. 
At the close of the softball season, visions of basketball were in the 
students' minds. Although the playoffs in any one of the three classes of boys' 
basketball are not yet completed, I would like to commit myself and predict 
the champions. In the senior boys I predict that Delta will down Gamma, and 
in the Junior boys I think Gamma will again be defeated, the victor being 
Alpha. However in the Juvenile division, I believe Gamma will retaliate and 
come out victorious. 
GAMMA FOOTBALL 
FRONT ROW: Graydon Liddle, Bichard Hicks, Lewis Tempich, Ralph Tippett (captain), Jake 
Boldt. Frank Kungle, Bob Snell. 
BACK ROW: Kennedy Simpson, Jim Symons., Ralph Troml::ley, Mr. Forman (coach), Sydney 
Chl!Se, Jerry Thurston (manager), Roger Wood, Bill Atking, Gary Morse. 
- IS -
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FOOTBALL DEBUT 
A new sport has been introduced into the Leamington High School, in 
the form of Football, with new uniforms being purchased. 
Gamma emerged on top in the House League with Beta holding second. 
A three game series was played against Tilbury with Alpha, Delta and 
Gamma providing the opposition. The closest to victory was Gamma with a 
I to I tie. 
The school team played Sandwich Collegiate of Windsor and, while 
losing, gained valuable experience. 
The mentor of the School and Gamma teams was Mr. Clem Forman, 
who was for several years a coach at Walkerville Collegiate. The other coaches 
in the House League were Mr. Nicholson, Beta; Mr. Bishop, Delta; and Mr. 
Gleeson, Alpha. 
A County League is anticipated for next year. 
SOFTBALL 
When the warm summer months commenced softball became the most 
important sport of the Leamington High School students. In the Senior League 
the Deltas m:1.de a comeback after the two-year slump and overcame the Beta 
boys in the final game to win the Senior Championship. 
Also in the past season a junior class of ball was carried on. Beta proved 
to be the stronger team by defeating Gamma in the playoffs, capturing the 
Junior Boys Crest. 
At the beginning of the school year the Grade 9's were organized into 
t~;ims according to their Houses. Some of the boys appeared a bit rusty on 
the game, but a few will make the junior and possibly the senior teams next 
season. Ths Beta squad. much to our surprise, defeated Gamma to win the 
series. 
Aga;n the Gamma girls captured the championship for this season's 
softball, although Delta was close. Isabelle Stewart, captain of the Gamma team, 
received the cup and crests presented by Mr. Cobbeldick on behalf of the 
Leamington High School Board. 
As the softh,ill leagues are no longer able to draw suffient public 
support to operate without a loss, and as football and basketball require any 
extra House funds for their continued operation, it is the opinion of the staff 
that the softball leagues cannot function in 1950. Our lights and benches 
should be moved this summer to the football field and this fall your football 
can be made a paying proposition. 
In operation seven years 
Champions 
Jq4q Delta 
1948 Gamma 
1947 Kinsmen 
1q45 Delta 
1q45 Grads 
1944 Delta 
1943 Delta 
Standing 1949 
DELTA 
GAMMA 
BETA 
ALPHA 
KINSMEN 
GRADS 
Senior League 
Won Lost 
10 5 won play off 
10 S 
7 7 
7 7 
5 10 
5 JO 
Tunior Boys' League Playoff- Beta defeated Alpha. 
Girls' League Playoff-Gamma defeated Delta. 
Collections at games dropped from $1,954.31 in 1948 to $1,342.16 in 1949. 
Although expenses were curtailed from $2,139.46 in 1948 to $1.472.24 in 1949. 
Th9 loss on the year's operation was over $100.00. 
This is the second consecutive year showing a deficit. 
- 16 -
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FIELD DAY CHAMPIONS 
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FRONT ROW: Shirley Wikox, Beverley Howe, Marilyn Bakes, Jean Olekseuk, Joyce 
Thompsvn. 
BACK ROW: Frank Toews, Geny Cole, Pat Milchell, Ralph Trombley. 
CHEERLEADERS 
FRONT ROW: Dc,othy Musgrove, Richard Hicks. 
CENTRE 110W: George Cole, Barbara Harold, Audrey Brown, Clara DePelsmaeker, Clare 
Wiper. 
BACK ROW: Joyce Cascadden, Muriel Wiltshire, Dick Gomer, Mrs. E. Nicholson, Ellen 
Atkin, Joan Harold. 
- 17-
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SENIO R GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
----.----... 
FRONT ROW: Miss Fullerton (coach), foan Harold, Ann Bradley, Muriel Stevenson 
(captain), Marilyn Bakes Marjorie Ware, Jane Anderson (manager) 
BACK ROW: Marjorie Roblnscn, Ann Balley, Katie Derksen, Earlinda Pickell, Roberta 
Brown Rita Friesen, Shirley Fairbrother, Anne fanosick. 
JUNIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
FRONT ROW· Miss Fullerton (co<1ch), Doreen Imeson, Clara DePelsmaeker, Muriel Wiltshire, 
Thoresa Sh1ebel (captain) Barbara Harold, Shirley Guyltt, Nellie Petryschuk, 
Marilyn Brumir (manager). 
BACK ROW: Audrey Brown, Mary Jane Russelo, Joann Rome, Loanne Graham, fane 
Howden, Fneda Derksen, Joyce Hyal . Vida Thorpe. 
- 18 -
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SEN IOR S.OYS' BASKETBALL 
FRONT ROW: Mr. Form:1.n (coach), Frank Kungel, Harold Wigle, Lewis Tempich (cai:ta'.n), 
E:lward Gillanders, Ri-har:I Hicks, CeraH T'iur·!cn (:nanager). 
BACK ROW: Joe Nakashima, Graydon Lidc:!le, Pat Mitchell, Glen McMillan. Ken Emerscn, 
Lloyd Johnson. 
JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
FRONT ROW: Mr. Bishop (coach), Sydney Chase, Durwell Welsh, Douglas Robinson 
(ca;:,tain), Gerry Cole, Russ Bosman (manager). 
BACK ROW. Kaye Ricker, Bruc"' Brown, Bill Setterlngton, Ted Siller, Paul Brown. 
- 19 -
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"Music is the only art capable of affording peace and joy of heart 
like that induced by the ::;tudy of theology."-MARTIN LUTHER. 
SENIOR GLEE ClUB 
BACK ROW: Elaine Omstead, Dorothy Dawe, Marilyn Bruner. Jane Howden, Lois Wright, 
Doreen Imeson, Elaine Kreuter, Margaret Rowley, Harry Langeman, Gerry Cole. 
Bob Pews, Bruce Slat<?r, Bill Petryschuk, Bob Snell, Bob Kehoe, Gene Wodsit, 
Harold Wigle, John Hamm, Juliet Cole, Elizabeth Barnet, Dorothea Brackett, Ann 
Bradley, Ingrid Haupt, Ruth Jeffery, Linda Lafferty, Ursula Kurth. 
THIRD ROW: M.:i1y Holovka, Dorothy Musgrove, Eleanor Ford, Jacqueline Belyea, Joan 
Turrill, Helen Young, Mary Hairsine, Bruce Bateman, Bruce Mooney, Harold Dales, 
Victor Thiessen, Albert Hilton, Garrett Smith, Bill Atkin, Graydon Liddle, Audrey 
Jackson, Jane Atkin, Shirley Fairbrother. Patsy Harrison, Ethel Kirk, Frances 
Nickels, Barbara Henning. 
SECOND ROW: Muriel Stevenson, Barbara Poore, Barbara MacKenzie, Jessie Mitchell, Barbara 
Jeau Mills, Bob Batemar., Joe Videki, Henry Willms, Harry Weins, Richard Wharton. 
Jim Crerar, Paul Brown, Winston Graham, Faye Hillier, Vida Thorpe, Roberta 
Cooper. Madeline Drummond, Carol Edsal. Barbara Myers, Annie Chopchik. 
FRONT ROW: Mr. Cobbledick (director), Jane Anderson, Katie Dama, Violet Waites, Dorothy 
Winterbottom, Rosemary Belluz, Joe Colasanti, Jim Gooch, Ronald Hibbard, Ken 
Moon, Andrew Munch, Joe Hodovick, Charles Slater, Ted Thurston, David Major, 
Robert Montgomery, Richard Montgomery, John Peterson, Don Sorrell, Allan 
Stockwell, Edward Boldt, Don West, Jeanne Dawson, Edith Mitchell, Thelma Burn-
field, Connie Thrasher, Jean Thompson, Dorothy Mae Dews (pianist). 
THE HILLBILL Y FOUR 
To provide a wider variety for the musical programmes in the fall term, 
a small hillbilly orchestra was formed. "The Hillbilly Four" is comprised of 
Mr. Cobbledick (piano), Mike Foldesi (violin), Joe Videki (violin), and Maurice 
Cosyn (harmonica). Several people have expressed their desire to have the 
four play for some of the House dances. 
Donald Dewaele also deserves a favourable comment. His accordion 
playing added a good deal of interest to the musical programme. 
- 20 -
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JUNIOR GLEE CLUB 1949-50 
FRONT ROW: Joann Rome (pianist), Donna Wiper, Mildred Ciliska, Shirley Dawson, Elaine 
Cole, Carol Eldridge, Barbara Bastion, Joyce Palmer, Anne Belluz, Betty Merritt, 
Rosemary Fotheringham, Anita Watt, Vivien Kelly, Gloria Bryon, Marlene 
Whittle, Joyce Yako, Frances Raes, A. J. Graham. 
SECOND ROW: Munel Shilsor.. Marilyn Brown, Lieta Chopchick, Jeanne Connel, Jean 
Olekseulc, Margoret Girardin, Peggy Merritt, Barbara Tetzlaff, Edith Jackson, Irene 
Jones, Sdlly Sudds, Eilleen Whittaker, Joyce Emerson, Ann Derewlany, Doreen 
Whaley, Edn!I Sinnaeve, Elsie Wilkinson. 
THIRD ROW: Belly Lou Harold, Marion Voiikes. Miiry Epp, Lenor Scratch, Joyce McGregor, 
Shirley Whlttlock. Shirley LeMary, Bernadette Eagen, Laura Ives, Helen Brndiar, 
Elaine Simpson, Lorriiine Hall, Helen Pistik. Vida Drummond, Evelyn Wass, Mary 
Kempster, Bernice Drummond. 
BACK ROW: Diane Konduros, Lilian Kasarda, Barbara Brunker, Nelly Petryschuk, Carolyn 
Mills, Ann Stein, Loanne Graham, Geraldine Scr11tch, Eliiine Coughtrey, Lois 
Gillanders, Annle Dietz, Dorothy Douglas, Katharine Damphouse, Jean Derbyshire, 
Loys Howe, Betty Bruner. 
JUNIOR GLEE CLUB 
,....., 
The only public appearance of the Junior Glee Club this year was at the 
fall assembly, when the girls provided a wide variety of carefully chosen 
selections. "Night In An Old World Garden," "Deck The Halls," "Silent Night," 
and "Now The Day Is Over," were especially suited to an all-girl choir. 
Under the direction of Mr. Graham, the club is now preparing several 
numbers for the annual Open Night. With an enrolment of about seventy 
members, and the talent displayed by this year's club, the group should have 
a successful year. Joann R::>me is pianist and Barbara Bastion and Joyce Mc-
Gregor are the assistants. 
-21-
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BRASS BAND 
FRONT ROW: Mr. Lougheed (instructor), Donald Cl11rk, Dean Palmer, Harl.'ln Nash, Jim 
Hu!fman, Douglas Graham, Larry Rymal, Gerald Thurston, Lois Sherman, Donald 
Clarke, Bill Sanford, Brooks Morse, Jacqueline Lougheed. 
BACK ROW: Graydon Liddle Duane Humphreys, Albert Hilton, Ronald Tillotson, John 
Dietz, Darwell Welsh, Bill Setterington, Hugh Scratch, Gary Coriell, Murray 
K~nnedy, Richard Gomer, Bill Roach, Russell Bosman, Jack Henning. 
* * * 
BRASS BAND 
~ 
The Brass Band with Mr. Lougheed as bandmaster has made several 
commendable appeo.rances this year. We have provided music for the County 
Field Meet, the Windsor-Leamington, Tilbury-ieamington football games and 
the softball play-offs. The band took part in the musical programmes in Comber 
which was sponsored by the Optimist Club, the Wheatley Commencement and 
our own fall assembly. In all three places four swing selections were presented. 
For the spring Open Night we are busy rehearsing a group of pieces 
which we hope to dramatize. 
-22-
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-- ~ 
BACK ROW: Jack Bury. Gerald Ives, Paul Brown. Don LaMarsh. Doug Knight. Murray 
Stewart, Walter Dick. Roland Kruscil, Nick Klus, Egor Zubko. 
SECOND ROW: Mervin Rekuta, Bob Vlodarchyk, Roger White, Bill Stobbs. John Recker, 
John Hudak. Fred Warwick, Ken Connel. 
THIRD ROW. Edwin Derkach, Harold Enns, Ken McKinney, Bruce Slater, Peter Dick, Gary 
Gomer. Ken Hope, Keith Malott. 
FRONT ROW: LJrry Campbell. David Suzuki. Allan McConnell, Charles Slater, Wayne 
Corlett, Andrew Munch, Leshe Burlow, Mr. I C. Lougheed (lns!ructcrl. 
DRUM AND BUGLE CORPS 
Under th9 direction of Mr. Lougheed, the drum and bugle corps is 
getting into fine shape for the various activities taking place this spring and 
summer. 
The bugle corps is one of the leading organizations for boys in the school. 
There are thirty-five members enrolled this year, with nineteen buglers and 
fifteen drummers. The new drummers enrolled in 1949 are showing splendid 
progress under Mr. Lougheed's patient direction, and will probably have a 
chance to show the results of their hard work this summer. 
Last fall the football games were supported by the bugle and drums 
corps at all school and house games. They have done a splendid job in the 
cadet drills, and should be praised for their efforts. 
With Mr. Lougheed' s aid and direction, the Drum and Bugle Corps will 
be one of the top organizations not only in the high school but in the town of 
Leamington as well. 
-Millicent Walley 
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CADET OFFICERS 
BACK ROW: Lloyd Johnston. Ernie T0wes. Ernie Wiebe. Sydney Chase, Jake Boldt, Richard 
Hicks. Herbert King, Kenneth Phibbs, Fred Jacobs, Keith Gowanlock. 
FRONT ROW: Mr. Bishop (instructor), Maurice Cosyn, Arthur Willms, Leon Campbell, 
Eugene Wod:iit, Frank Kungel. Ralph Tippett (Lieutenant-Colonel), Gerry Cole, 
Boyd Manner. Jim Gooch, Garret Smith. 
THE CADET CORPS 
The cadet corps has made great gains in the past year and expects to 
make more. This year all the cadets except the officers will carry a rifle when 
on parade. At Cadet Inspection the cadets expect to put on an elaborate dis· 
play, using blank ammunition, smoke bombs, camouflage and having some 
students acl as the enemy. As in the past years, there will also be a display 
consisting of a march past of the corps, boys P.T. and a display of judo. The 
whole corps hopes that you will attend the inspection and will thoroughly 
enjoy the display. Last year was a most successful one, as the corps won the 
Strathcona Trust Trophy given to the school in Western Ontario that puts on 
the best P.T. display. 
- Maurice Cosyn 
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QUARTERMASTER CORPS 
FRONT ROW: Boris SEatradoka, Robert Pews, Gerald Thurston, Mr. Nicholson (director). 
Bruce Mooney, Gerry Cole. Albert Hilton, Richard Gomer. 
BACK ROW: Keith Gowanlock, Edwm Derkatch, Boyd Manner, John Dietz, Murray Kennedy, 
Richard Hicks, James Gooch. 
* * * 
YHE QUARTERMASTER CORPS 
~ 
A number of years ago this corps was formed, with its main duty that 
of caring for the cadet and athletic equipment. Up until this year, there has 
been only one sergeant, but this year there is one in charge of cadet equipment 
end another in charge of athletic equipment. 
This year the cadet corps w!ll be completely fitted with uniforms. The 
corps is given one tenth ps-riod a week. A great deal of work is accomplished 
and more will be done: 
-25-
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JUNIOR MAJORETTES 
FRONT ROW: M1. Lougheed, Clora DePelsmaeker, Marlene Whittle, Beverley Howe, 
Evelyn Vlass, Ethel Ives, Anita Watt, Rosemary Fotheringham, Frances Tatcmir, 
Mary Zci.wortuk. 
CENTRE ROW: Ann Tuffin, Gloria Brown, Lillian Kasarda, Marlene Carter, Shirley Guyill, 
Donna Wiper, Shirley LeMay, Edith Jackson, Mary MacDonald. 
BACK ROW: Jean Verbauwhede, Muriel Shilson, Betty Lou Harold, Helen Leslie, Katherin!' 
D;:imphouse, Joyce Palmer, Barbara Brunker, Vida Drummond, Ann Belluz. 
MAJORETTES 
~ 
In 1946, the Leamington High School introduced a Majorette Corps, which 
has increased to a present enrolment of thirty-seven. The recently enrolled 
members are classified as Juniors and the others are Seniors. Eight or nine 
juniors will be selected to join the Senior Corps. 
All majorettes have regulation batons, but only the Seniors have uniforms. 
The uniforms are white satin with short pleated skirts, and a trim-fitting jacket 
which has gold braid trim on the shoulders. The outfits have smart hats and 
boots to match. 
Recently the Majorettes performed at Comber and Wheatley with the 
Senior Glee Club. 
Last fall the Drum Corps and the Bugle Corps were joined by the 
Majorettes at the football games, and the cadets were supported by their fine 
performance. 
-Millicent Walley 
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rRCNf ROW· Mr. Louoheed (director), Jean Harold, Jeanne Connel. Jane Hcwden, Dcrothy 
Dawe, Glenda Brown, Joyce Cascadden. 
BACK ROW: Ehine Cole, Edith M tchell, Villa Drumm::md, Larainne Hall, Mary Lychka. 
* * * 
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FRONT ROW: Miss Ellwood (~irector), Vero·~i::a Cam"'' eJl, B1rl-ara Pcore, L:nca Ldforty, 
Blrb~ra Henning, Jui et Ccb. Jana An-lerson, Jane How 'er>. 
BACK ROW: Thelma Burnfield, Barbara Milb, Donald N. Clarke, Larry Rymal, Ru5sell 
Bc>sman, Joe Hodovick, Donal::I P. Clarke, Faye Hillier , Jcyce Thc mpscn. 
DRAMA 
Under the direction of Miss Ellwood, the Thespians are progressing well 
in their drama classes. These classes meet every Tuesday and Thursday in 
the tenth period for rehearsals. The club has a larger enrolment this year than 
in previous years, and there is no doubt that it will increase in size in the near 
future. 
Late in January, a play, "Party Line," was presented to the student body, 
and to the staff of the school. The play showed careful training and preparation 
on the part of the actors and actresses. 
The club is now working on a play entitled "High School Daze," which 
will be presented at Open Night in April. 
The enrolment of the club: 
Jane Howden 
Juliet Cole 
Joyce Thompson 
Faye Hillier 
Barbara Mills 
Millicent Walley 
Don Clarke 
Larry Rymal 
Don Clark 
Russel Bosman 
Thelma Bumfield 
Joe Hodovick 
Linda Lafferty 
Jane Anderson 
Barbara Poore 
Veronica Campbell 
Barbara Henning 
Joyce Thompson and Millicent Walley are studying make-up. 
Stage Directors are Faye Hillier, Barbara Henning and Barbara Poore. 
-Millicent Walley 
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THE DRAMA GUILD 
111 
FRONT ROW: Miss Allore (director), Joyce Cascadden, Eilleen Whittaker, Joy Morrison, 
Joann Rome, Frances Weber, Glenice Brackett, Joan Harold, Pat Wright, Theresa 
Shiebel. Miss Teman (director). 
BACK RO'.Y: Doreen Shaw. T~d Siller, Ronald Lee, Arthur Neville, Bob Adams, Charles 
Shires, Leon Campbell, Donald LaMarsh, Beverly Simpson. 
* * * 
THE DRAMA GUILD 
(,'+.:) 
Our acting efforts are supervised by Miss Allore and Miss Teman, and 
under their direction the old-fashioned melodrama, "He Aini Done Right By 
Nell," was a success when shown to the students and staff in January. 
Practices in the tenth period every Monday and Friday are made lively 
by the sense of humour that is active in our group, "Hamming it up" has 
become a pet passtime. 
"The Little Red School House," now in production, is a comedy dealing 
with the problems of a young school teacher. 
Eighteen students belong to "The Playmates," and we believe we're all 
headed for Hollywood. 
-Joy Morrison 
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The ])hoebus Proudly Salutes 
"lhH.S" Two ()utstanding Athletes For 'SO 
ANN BRADLEY 
Each year a boy and girl are 
selected from the student body as being 
outstanding in all phases of school 
activity. This year we are proud to pay 
tribute to Ann Bradley, captain of Delta 
House, who undoubtedly possesses all 
of the required characteri sties. Ann has 
high athletic and academic standing 
and is noted for leadership. During the 
time Ann has been at Leamington High 
School she has served on the Del ta 
executive and been outstanding in 
Public Speaking, Basketball and Ping 
Pong. Congratulations Annl A n11 Bradley 
* * * 
Gerald Thursto,1 
GERALD THURSTON 
The outstanding male student has 
been Gerald Thurston, a worthy win· 
ner of this honour. Jerry is captain of 
Gamma House and has served with the 
quartermaster corps and as manager of 
the Senior Boys' Basketball team. As 
a reward for his efforts, Jerry will win 
a trip to London at the expense of the 
London Free Press, and a tour through 
the plant of this paper. He will also be-
come a member of their "Leaders' 
Club," a group of outstanding students 
from all over Ontario. Have a good 
time, Jerry! 
-Ja-
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Our Good Friends 
MISS PARKER 
• • • 
This year the secretarial duties in 
the office are ably handled by our good 
friend Ruth Parker, who only last year 
graduated from the Leamington High 
School Commercial Course. In her 
pleasant and efficient way Miss Parker 
works behind the scenes of school life 
and has already proved herself to be 
as capable as she is attractive. 
MR. SLANEY 
Students and teachers alike are 
familiar with the unselfish assistance 
rendered by Mr. Slaney. He is always 
ready to lend his time and energy to 
parties and all school activities in addi-
tion to fulfilling h is regular duties as 
caretaker. His many friends wish to 
thank him for his untiring efforts on our 
behalf. 
MR. BURLOW 
Mr. Burlew in his capacity of assist-
ant caretaker is always willing to help 
the studen.ts in school functions and in 
this way has gained the friendship of 
both the staff and the student body. He 
ranks high in the estimation of every-
one because of his hard work and 
friendly manner. 
-31-
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Jane Anderson 
ussell Bosman 
Dorothy Bunn 
Thelma Burnfield 
Murray Campbell 
Gary Corlett 
Maurice Cosyn 
John Crump 
Douglas Graham 
Mary Ha!rsine 
Richard Hicks 
Jane Howden 
Doreen Imeso 
Ruth Jeffery 
Ethel Kirk 
Graydon 
Jacque! e 
Joann Rome 
Muriel Rose 
Boris Seradoka 
Robert Snell 
Muriel Stevenson 
Ralph Tippett 
The above winners have been outstanding in at least one of the following: 
Athletics Field Day, Basketb11ll, So!tball, Ping Pong. 
Literary--Public Speaking, Phoebus, Music, Drama or Lil:rary. 
PHOEBUS 
(;"+.:) 
Executive- LH.S. House Captain, Director of Arts, Director of Athletics, Faithful Service 
to a School Team. 
Scholastic- -Any student w ith a final average over 80% in grades 10. 11 and 12. 
- 32-
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ALPHA EXECUTIVE 
FRONT ROW: Bob Hutchins, Janet Dresser Ray Jacobs, Mary Hairsine, Gary Corlett 
(captain), Jane Anderson, Katie Dama, Russel Bosman, Jean Bertrand. 
BACK ROW· Vivion Kelly, Maurice Cosyn, Betty Willett, Glen MacMillan. Nellie Petrysch1.1k, 
Jack He:ining, Barbara Mills. Don MacPhail, Carolyn Mills. 
* * * 
ALPHA HOUSE 
~ 
~ NDER the supervision of its capable captain, Gary Corlett, and vice· 
"1:1, captain, Jane Anderson, Alpha house presented its annual house party 
on the evening of November 10, 1949. Three hundred and sixty-three 
joined in the merry-making at the "Straw Stack Strut." Perhaps because it was 
a "hard-time party" this was the largest attendance of any dance this year. Our 
profit for the evening, over one hundred and ten dollars, brol- e all previous 
records in the financial standing of the houses. 
At presant. Alpha House is trailing in attendance, but with co-operation 
from the students, should soon be able to offer strong competition to any house. 
The executive of Alpha House wishes to take this opportunity to e xpress 
its sincere appreciatio!'l to the members of Alpha for their loyal support during 
the 1949-50 term. Special thanks go to the members of the staff. Mr. Slaney 
and Mr. Burlow. for their hard work in enabling us to continue our house 
activities. 
-Mary Hairsine 
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BET A EXECUTIVE 
FRONT ROW: Linda ~ff rty, Pet r Ma1or, Ja'"quoline L.cu9hoed, Bob Bat m n, Fay 
H•lller (c11ptain), All,crl Hilt n, Shirley f'.,irbothe1, Bruce B111eman. Moni!I Kolib!lba. 
BACK ROW: Loh Bclt::m, Mur!PI Wiltshire, Jerry Ccle, Manlyn Brunner, Pat Mitchell 
Muriel Shilson, Bill &mford 
* * * 
BETA HOUSE 
(;'fo,.:> 
1{N this term of 1949-50 Beta has turned in quite a prominent performance thus 
JJ far. The Betas have in their possession at the present the rifle shooting 
crest, punctuality crest, baseball crest, attendance crest and the boys' 
field day crest. Jerry Cole upheld Beta's laurels very well by winning the most 
po'nts in the Intermediate class and being crowned champion. At the present 
lirr"' Beta is prep~ring for the public speaking contest and its annual dance. 
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PHOEBUS 
FRONT ROW: Lewis Tempich. Muriel Stevenson, Richard Hicks, Sylvia Willms, Jerry 
Thurston (captain), Ruth feffery, Ralph Tippett, Dorothy Musgrove, Graydon 
Liddle. 
BACK ROW: Marjorie Robinson, Pat Harrison, Jane Howden, Doreen Imeson, Sydney 
Chase, Paul Brown, Art Watt, Ann Tuffin, Edith Dundas, Elaine Cole. 
* * * 
GAMMA HOUSE 
7{ N the 1949-50 year the Gamma girls began the season by winning the field 
:.1.J dw. AftE"r fir-,ld day, football, which was a new athletic division in L.H.S .. 
began. The Gamma boys came out victorious. 
Bctsl<etball is now in full swing, with the two Senior teams and at least 
the Junior girls in the playoffs. The other teams have not finished the schedule 
yet. Keep it up! 
We still have Ping Pong, Volley Ball and Public Speaking Competitions 
in which to capture the honours. 
On December 9, Gamma House had its annual dance called the Holly 
Hop. The gymnasium was decorated in typical Christmas style, with a Christ-
mas tree placed in the centre of the floor. Mr. Forman acted as our Santa Claus 
for the night. 
Throughout the school year, every member of Gamma House has been 
working h:i.rd to win victories for the "purple and gold." 
-Ola Hyatt 
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FRONT ROVv': Dcrcthy Young, Joe Videki, Marilyn Bakes, Garrett Smith, Ann Bradley 
(captain), John Crump, Dcrothea Brackett, Harcld Wigle, Violet Waites. 
BACK ROW: Shirley Dawson, Lloyd John:;on, Muriel Rose. Pat Wright. Bill Reach, Paul 
Crump, Douglas Robinson, Joann Rome. Marjorie Ware, Barbara Poe.re, Joyce Hyalt. 
* * * 
DELTA HOUSE 
1'1t'HE Delta executive is a live-wire group of enthusiastic, co-operative 
~ students working untiringly for the benefit of House and School. 
Delta possesses one of the finest groups of cheer leaders who aided the 
Delta softball team win that crest in the fall and turn out for any athletic 
activities. 
A5 the executive is a very social group they have held several meetings 
outside of school. One meeting was held in the Fall to make crests and prepare 
for Held day. Another was an executive party in January sponsored by the 
captain and v;ce C"'ptain. A very enjoyable evening was spent and plans were 
fr)flned for the D'3lta d=mce. This dance, "Delta's Cupid Capers," was held 
February 17. Much time and effort was spent by the executive to make this 
dance a huge success. The decorations especially were very elaborate, and 
many very fine compliments were received by the executive. The results of 
this dance speak for themselves on the splendid co-operation between the 
students and sponsors. 
In basketball, we have our teams in the play-offs. We are leading for 
the attendance crest, and are preparing our public speakers with the object 
of retaining the public speaking crest. 
It is the hope of the Delta executive to undertake some project for the 
remainder of the year which will serve to utilize the assets of the executive 
and show our interest in our community. 
- Ann Bradley 
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PHOEBUS REPRESENTATIVES 
FRONT ROW: Rosemary Belluz, Ola Hyatt, Dorothy Winterbottom, Dorothy Young, Joann 
Tonks, Carol Edsall, Anne Belluz, Nancy Sharp, Carolyn Mills, Doreen Imeson, 
Margaret Eisley, Jean Fox, Katie Derksen, Ann Wright, Ann Stein, Millicent 
Walley, Barbara Harold, Helen Beattle, Frieda Derksen, Mary Kempser, Shirley 
Dawson. 
BACK ROW: Loris ShermM, Ernie Toews, Douglas Robinson, Winston Graham, Jim Crerar, 
Ted Sill~r. Ronald Tillotson, Lewis Tempich, Edward Gillanders.Eric Klassen, Paul 
Crump, Russell Bosman, Jack Henning, Jim Gooch. Glen Parker, Donald Simp 
son, George Cole. 
* * * 
LA TEST HINTS ON SCHOOL ETIQUETTE 
1. Always chew gum during school periods. It arouses the teacher's 
interest in you and gives you a wide-awake appearance. 
2. If any period proves boring, begin to read your favourite comic book. 
This will make you the centre of attention. 
3. Try to be late each morning. It presents a wonderful opportunity for 
private discussions with the principal. 
4. When asked a question by the teacher, answer in a roundabout man· 
ner. It gives you a mysterious air. 
5. Before going to sleep in class, raise your hand so that the teacher 
may know you are to be awakened at the end of the period. 
6. Never do vour homework, no matter how little it may be. You're 
taking the risk of g~tting into the habit of it. 
7. Pupils who drive Buicks, Packards and larger cars must never park 
them in front of the school. It is exceedingly difficult in such cases for the 
teachers to get their Model T's out. 
8. Join a Trade Union, then on your next detention, nonchalantly state 
that you are not allowed to work overtime-it might work. 
9. When caught eating candy or peanuts in class, offer some to the 
teacher. You will be well-liked because of your generosity. 
-38-
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We've thought and thought and thought a lot, 
We've thought with all the brains we've got; 
But what to write, but what to say? 
Well, we've done all the thinking we can to-day. 
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BACK ROW. Brooks Morse, Frank Las1, Jack Henning, John Kern, Wayne Hopper, Bill 
Hills. Kennet!l Tuffin, Elwyn Forsyth, Edward Woelk. Larry Ross, Renal::! Laramee, 
Bill Shaw 
FRONT ROW: Elsie Wilkinson, Gloria Bryon, Shirley Dawson, Edna Sinnaeve, Betty 
Merritt, Sally Sudds. Marilyn Sloan, Vivien Kelly, Joan Brison, Leila Chopchik, 
Eike Nakashima, Peggy Merritt, Dorothy Wickwire. 
FORM 98 
BACI( RO lo/: Al'-erl Cosyn. Jim Brooks, Kgnnedy Simpson, Joe Ford, James Symons, 
Charles Pinch, Ralph Trombley. Paul Crump, Nick Klus. Gary Gomer, Wayne 
Ccrlett, Mervin Rekuta, Bill Sanford, Ernie Tiessen, Leslie Burlow. 
FR~Nf ROW: Mary Zc1wortuk. Jean Towle, Evelyn Wc1ss, Delores Tell, Margc1ret Girardin, 
13ot'y Lou Harold, H9len Leslie, Lois Gillanders, Helen Vonhorn, Jc1net Hickey. 
l•1ri9l Sh:lson, Jeon Olekseuk, Donna Ives, Joan Gillanders. Shirley King, 
, Brown. 
- 40 -
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FORM 9C 
BACK ROW: Douglas Haggith, Richard Montgomery, Robert Montgomery, Clayton Long-
l1rnd, Jim Crerar Lyl& Manery, Lewis Jones, Jake Willms, Don Robinson, John 
Willms, Bill Jones, Arthur Watt. 
SECOND ROW: Ronald Colasanti, Anita Watt, Elaine Will, Carolyn Mills, B;irbara Brunker, 
Esther Wiens, Elaine Coughtrey, Catherine Girardin, Joyce Palmer, Joyce Mc 
Gregor, Laura Ives, Helen Brndjar, Donald Sorrell 
FRONT ROW: Frances Raes, Beverly Howe, Barbara Graham, Donna Pickle, Maf)orie 
Derbyshire, Vivien Churchill, Ethel Ives, Bernice Drummond. 
FORM 9D 
BACK ROW: Bob Branton, George Kir, Larry Campbell, Roger White, Ken Hillier, Don 
Simpson, Harlan Nash, Allan Brown, Ronald Nothercott, Allan McConnell, Don 
Dewaele, David Pannunzio, Ronald German, Bill Sayers. 
CENTRE ROW: Carol Eldridge, Jean Verbauwhede, Barbara Bastion, Diana Konduras, 
Katharine Damphouse, Ann Stein, Betty Toth, Shirley Wilcox, Marie Jones, Lorene 
Unger, Jean Derbyshire, Ann Derewlaney, Wilma Pinch. 
FRONT ROW: Mary Mc Done 11, Shirley LeMay, Joy Wallace, Ann Tuffin, P "'~ , , •I. 
Frances Tatomir. 
- 41-
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FORM 9E 
BACK ROW: Ray Wiper, Larry Shilson, William Stobbs, Jack Edwards, Loris Sherman, 
Duane McIntosh, William Brown, Dean Crandall, Eddy Mazur, David Major, 
David Suzuki, John Recker, Edward Boldt, Chester Grubb. 
CENTRE ROW: Vida Drummond, Lenore Scratch, Barbara Tetzlaff, Leys Howe, Betty 
Bruner, Geraldine Scratch, Dorothy Douglas, Lillian Kasarda, Marlene Ricker, 
Marion Voakes, Marlene Carter, Ann Belluz. 
FRONT ROW: Edith Jackson, Shirley Carder, Gloria Brown, Helen Pistik, Rosemary 
Fotheringham, Ella Jo Mitchell. 
ABSENT: Steve Lapos. 
* * * 
-12-
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Here we are in Grade 10, 
We thought we'd never make it; 
We intend to stay all year 
That is, if we can take it. 
We have a great variation 
Of subjects we can choose, 
And most of these options 
Are paired off in two's. 
Amateurs we now are 
And when we finish school, 
We hope to be citizens 
Who follow the Golden Rule. 
PHOEBUS 
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BACK ROW: William Toews, John Peterson, Duane Cook:, Ronald Shilson, Bruce Slater, 
John Dewhirst, Bruce Brown, Gordon Leitch, Larry Rymal, Ted Siller. , 
CENTRE ROW: Joyce Yako, Fred Warwick, Donald West, John Fox, John Klassen, Ian 
Adamson, Stanley Bodayla, Boghden Voldarchyk, Jim Huffman, Donald P. Clarke, 
Martha Boldt. 
FRONT ROW: Marlene Whittle, Lorraine Hall, Eilleen Whittaker, Joyce Emerson, Anna 
Dietz, Loanne Graham, Elaine Simpson, Mary Kempster, Pauline Dunlop, Mary Epp. 
ABSENT: Joe ColasaP.ti, Don Moon, Jim Snider. 
FORM 108 
BACK ROW: Ludwig Ondejko, Peter Dick, Winston Graham, Kenneth Phibbs, Sidney 
Chase, Dan McCormick. Gerald Ives, Robert Brown, Harry Wiens, Jack Johnston. 
CENTRE ROW: Marilyn Bunn, Shirley Whitlock, Lloyd Johnston, Max Cowan, Langford 
Tofflemire, Harold Enns. Donald Clark, James Armstrong, Glanda Brown, Doreen 
Whaley. 
FRONT ROW: Martha Unger, Nancy Sharp, Jeanne Connel. Donna Pearce, Geraldine Alaers, 
Helen Fast, Jean MacDonell. Helga Boshman. 
ABSENT: Norman Jones. 
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FORM lOC 
BACK ROW: Ivan Jones, Frank Toews, D::mald Ross, Robert Kehoe, Glen MacMillan, Joo 
Cross, Ronald Hatch, Ronald Lee, Glen Parker. 
CENTRE ROW: Donna Wipe1, Clara D~Pelsmaeker. Carolyn Rymal. Yvonno Trussellei, 
Li!y Sebel9, Joyca Imeson, Villa Drummond, Barbara Harold, Mary Zaborsky, 
Mary Lychka, Elaine Cole, Au:lrey Brown, Mildred Ciliskc1. 
FRONT ROW: Shelah Wc1llc1ce, Bernc,dette Eagen, Jeon Robinson, Rose Downing, Gertrude 
Simpson, Donna Knight, Barbara Thomas, Yvonne Neveux, Katie Ursprung, Anne 
&iley, Veronica Campbell, Shirley Fairhother, Muriel Wiltshire. 
FORM 100 
BACK ROW: Jack Bury, Kaye Ricker, Donc1ld La Marsh, Bill Atkin, Raymond Borowsky, 
Hugh S:ratch, Jacob Boldt, John Dietz, Duane Humphreys, Jack: Young, Rotor! 
Wagner. 
CENTRE ROW: George Cole, Charles Slater, Wayne Ried, Ronald Hiblard, Stanley 
Vickery, Donald MacPhail, Paul Brown, Ken Hicks, Herb King, Alfred Andrews, 
Morris Girardin, Deane Palmer, Ernie Wiebe. 
FRONT ROW: Allan Stockwell. Andrew Munch, Richard Burk, Joyce Hyatt. Frieda Derksen, 
Joy Morrison, Nellie Petryschuk, Josephine Bilokraly, Shirley Guyitt, Kris Kreling, 
Charles Donner, Walter Brandner. 
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11A 
A is for Eleven A, 
Who take Latin and French and History each day. 
They give us homework to do each night, 
So we work and slave with all our might. 
11 B 
Eleven B has a long reputation 
For causing trouble 
And sometimes sensation; 
For following in History, English and Maths, 
And raising cain in the Physics class. 
It's the class that's voted most likely to fail, 
Not worried a bit by results in the mail-
That's our class. 
And Miss Scott, our poor harassed teacher of Art. 
Has an awful time 
Checking and trying to part 
Us from our habits 
Of running around like scared rabbits; 
But of all the classes, I have a hunch, 
Eleven B is the happiest bunch-
That's our class. 
1 lC 
First place, second place, third place or vowel? 
These are the questions which make us howl. 
This is shorthand as you probably know, 
And in this subject our marks are low. 
-Doug Robinson 
11D 
We are the students of l ID, 
Our work is always done, 
Successful we all hope to be 
By the end of '51. 
• 
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FORM 11A 
BACK ROW: Jessie Mitchell. Ellen Jane Atkin Ronalrl Tillotson, Murray Kennocly, Eugene 
Wodsit, Garrett Smi:h, Keith Gowanlock, Robert Bateman, Joy Woodward, 
Margaret Rowley. 
CENTRE ROW: Tsuyoshi Okamoto, Edith Mitchell, Thelma Burnfield, Pa!ricia Harrison, 
Marilyn Bruner, Robert:1 Brown, Elaine Kreuter, Barbara MacKenzie, Elizateth 
Willett, Joan Harold, Jeanne Dawson. 
FRONT ROW: Mary Cornwall, Barbara Anno Poore, Dorothy Mae Dews, Patricia Wright, 
Joan Wright, Jcdnne Rome, Ji!ne Howden, Dcrine Shaw, Dcrothy Dawe, Marguerite 
Galloway, Elizabeth B:irnet, F1ancP.s Nickels, Ethel Kirk, Jean Quick, Marian Hyatt. 
FORM 118 
BACK ROW: William James. William Roach, Richard Gomer, Herbert Unger, Earl S€rgeant, 
Hadley Pinch, Herman Unger, Gerry Cole, Harry Langeman, Richard Hicks. 
CENTRE ROW: Egor Zubko, Ernie Towes, Paul Malott, Boyd Manner, Bob Adams. Edwin 
Derkach, Fred Jacobs, Robert Dresser, Douglas Knight, Kenneth Connel. 
FRONT ROW; Arthur Irwin, Norman White, Lois Bolton, Doreen Irwin, Dorothy Irwin, Joyce 
Cascadd&n, Lois Wright, Ka:ie Derksen, Joyce Hope, Thelma Lesl: . Margaret Lott, 
Kenneth Hope, Garry Morse. 
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~ 
BACK ROW: Douglas Robinson, Murray Campbell, Harry Willms. 
CENTRE ROW: Emily Herman, Florence Kowalchuk, Ethel Gillett. Theresa Schiebel, 
Barbara Myers. Lois T1l:len, Mary Jane Russel~, Beverley Jones, Sachike Okamoto. 
Olga Paley, Robert Hewer. 
FR:JNT ROW: J~an Musgrove. Joan Turrill, Nettie Rudyka, Beverly Simpson, Dorothy 
Selbn, Mary Turchyn, Earlinda Pickell. Dcreen Imeson. Margaret Kish, Muriel 
RosEJ, Anne Chopchik, Barbara Drummond. 
FORM 110 
BACK ROW: Joe Collard, Darwell Welsh, Bill Setterington. Jack Brooker. Frank Kungel, 
Don Wilkinson, Bruce Bateman, Albert Hilton. 
CENTRE ROW: !im Gooch, Franklin Dick. Roland Kruscil, Murray Stewart, Walter Dick, 
Robert Forbes, John Hurst. Ed Smith. Robert Potter. 
FRONT ROVv: John Hudak. Rosemary Belluz, Margaret Tempich, Roberta Cooper, Mary 
HJlovka. Ruth Jeffery, Jacqueline Belyea, Lena Rekuta, Vida Thorpe, Eleanor Ford, 
Ele<1nor Whaley, Connie Thrasher, Lewis Robinson. 
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BACK ROW: Edwin Bruner, Joe Hodovick. Kemeth Emerson. William Burgess, Rol::ert 
Hutchins, Ronald Edwards Erick Kbssen, Gary Ccrlelt, Boris 3e:radoka, Roger 
Wood, Donald Dietrich, Joe Videki, Joe Nakashima. 
FR8NT ROW: Dorothy Ycu"lg, Lib Ives. Barb;ua Mills, Jane Anckrncn, Anne Wright, 
Ingrid Haupt, Gret11 WeJ,h, Margaret Ebley, Linda Lafferty, Juliet Cde, Bcrl:ara 
Henning, Joann Tonks, Faye Hillier, Joyce Thompson. 
12A 
Andy is a pretty smart lass; 
Look for her at the top of the class. 
Eddie's only five foot two, 
But there's not much he can't do. 
Whether the incentive is work or Faye, 
Burgess comes to school almost every day. 
The Th9spian Drama Group's delight 
Is J,...iliet Cole, a star so bright. 
Lovely hair, lovely eyes, 
Gary's a wolf, but in disguise. 
Through his life has wandered many a lass; 
For Don is the Casanova of our class. 
Hair of gold, eyes of blue, 
Ron Edwards is six feet, too. 
Jo Ann and Margaret are a new add:tion; 
From Wheatley, Ontario, they're more competition. 
In basketball, Emerson really flies; 
He shoots, but never with open eyes. 
Ingrid Haupt is a lot of furr, 
Her morning greeting, "Got your Latin done?" 
Barbara Henn:ng looks nice in pink, 
Her favourite expression, "the stupid gink." 
Faye is a blond, the kind men prefer; 
To find the reason just take a look at her. 
Joe Hodovick is our mathematician; 
To do deductions is his only ambition. 
Bob is a guy we like a lot, 
And with a rifle he's a real crack shot. 
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Lila Ives, a teacher to be, 
I hope she won't be teaching me. 
For a lad that's really tall 
Eric Klassen tops them all. 
Linda is the talkative type, 
Whether wrong or whether right. 
As a Latin student Barbara Jean may not be so bright, 
But otherwise she does all right. 
On the basketball floor he'll really run, 
That N:ikash:ma, he's lots of fun. 
B'.')ris doesn't bother with physics and biology, 
Because he's already a "doctor of Poolhallogy." 
For field day champion we have Joyce, 
There is no doubt. she's our choice. 
Short c>"'ld stalky, dark and gay, 
Joe Videki turned out that way. 
As ci guard on Delta's basketball team 
Gr2h \11/elsh is on the beam. 
11oaer h-.s girls from both near and far. 
le; it he or just his car? 
A.nn only came at the beginning of the year, 
B·1t it seems just like she's always been here. 
A real cute chick is a gal named Dot; 
\/\That it tc1.kes she sure has got. 
Thare's only one thing left to say, 
An:J. thc1.t's that 12A is sure O .K. 
-Dorothy Young -Eric Klassen 
FORM 12B 
- - CN-:> 
FRONT ROW: Rdph How", Maurice Cosyn, Robert MacDonell, Edith Hyatt, Carol Edsall. 
Shirley Coulter, Elaine Omstead, Dorothy Bunn, Jean Fox, Georgia Stone, Audrey 
Jackson, Keith Malott. Peter Major, Russell Bosman. 
BACK ROW: Ev0rett Mitchell, Noble Fox, Leon Campbell, Ronald Bishop, Graydon Liddle. 
Rohn! P~w", Charlie Shires, Harold Wigle, Hubert Chalmers, Rohert Ives, Arthur 
W'\lms, John H;,mm, Ray Jaco!·s. Kenneth McKinney. Douglas Graham, Richard 
Wharton, Henry Willm:,. 
- 50 -
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128 
A is for Audrev with bright red hair, 
It must be ·the colour, that makes the boys stare. 
B is for Bishop, who through public school sped, 
But now what's lhe matter? Could it be "Red"? 
C is for Carol. who is nicknamed "Doc", 
All she does is laugh and talk. 
D is for Dorothy and Douglas too, 
They both top the class; that's what home work will do. 
E is for Edith, who is always happy and gay, 
She's another swell girl who came from Wheatley. 
F is for Fox, there are two in our class, 
Noble is the laddie and Jean the lass. 
G ·s for Graydon, our football hero, 
And also for Georgia, whose nickname is "Zero". 
H :s for Howe, whose talk is slow, 
But at the tracks you should see him go. 
is for Ives enrolled in 128; 
Nine periods of the day he's in 13C. 
J is for Jacobs: his first name is Ray, 
He's a real swell guy and that's not hay. 
K is for Kenneth and K is for Keith, 
On each of them we will hang a wreath. 
L is for Leon, who would auit school if he could, 
Because the English teacher said he should. 
M is for Maurice, who on The Phoebus staff is, 
At writing poems and stories he is a whiz. 
N is for nuisance, MacDonell by name, 
For all noise in 12B, Bob gets the blame. 
0 is for Ornstead, her first name is Elaine, 
At fi~ld day this year she won great fame. 
P is for Peter, he s'lys he loves l 2B, 
But it ssems he forgets us when he sees 12C. 
Q is for Quartermaster, that's Pewson the job, 
You have to work hard, but I got my "L", said Bob. 
R is for Russell. a Thespian ham, 
I think he's wonderful, because that's who I am. 
S is for Shirley, a shy young lass, 
But she is a pal to all in our class. 
T is for Tarzan. we have one in our class, 
Taki'! "' look at Shires the next time he goes past. 
U is for "Us," every scholar in 12B, 
We arf> also athletes as you will see. 
V is for ve<'ll which is a kind of meat, 
But John H~mm. vou can not eat. 
W ic: for Wharton, Willms, Wigle and Willms, 
The"e are the boys that show you the films. 
X is for Xerxes a great man in history, 
..And Fverett is our h\c;forian to be. 
Y is for yeoman, that's Chalmer's style, 
For when he finishes school he'll farm for a while. 
Z is for ze.,,,l, which we possess, 
We are a class filled with happiness. 
-51 -
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FORM 13A 
BACK ROW: Gerald Thurston, Rudolph Penner, Victor Heinricks, Robert Snell, Bill Petrys-
chuk, Ralph Tipj.lelt, ?1'1ike foldesi, Bruce Mccney, Harold Dales. 
FRONT ROW: Ola Hyatt, Edith Dundas, Mary Hairsine, Jacqueline Lougheed, Rita Friessen, 
Marilyn Sakes, Ann Bradley, Dorothea Brackett, Sylvia Willms, Tessie McVannell, 
Betty Cooper, Margaret WhitP. 
ABSENT: Jack Stevenson. 
13A 
Whether passing, failing, or on the border, 
Here's 13A in alphabetical order. 
Six feet tall and awfully sweet, 
Marilyn Bakes is our athlete. 
Second on the list comes Annie B., 
Who's full of fun and gaiety. 
You should hear Dotty Brackett play, 
She's the Jascha Heifitz of 13A. 
Betty Cooper hails from Wheatley, 
She always does her work very neatly. 
Harold finds some things quite clear, 
Must be the Leamington atmosphere. 
Edith's voice is not too lusty, 
Even though her hair is rusty. 
To Miss Tilden it's still a mystery 
Why Mike left math. to come to history. 
Mary Hairsine is· unusually clever, 
A failure by her has happened never. 
Of the same calibre is Rita Friesen, 
She's really smart and we're not teasin. 
Though Victor is a little shy, 
He returned to L.H.S. for another try . 
Next on the roll is Ola Hyatt, 
She's very pleasant but r_ather quiet. 
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Jake Lougheed plays trombone real grand, 
Perhaps some day she'll lead a band. 
Our baseball s'ar is "Slugger Tess," 
Can she pitch? Well, I guess. 
Bruce he'l.ds for pharm"C"f, that' plain, 
Naturally it's approve::i by bne. 
I11 che:nistry Rudy plays le:iding p::1rt, 
Bored or not, he must be smart. 
Bronte' s novel may be alright, 
But Petrychulc i3 our "Witherinq Height". 
Close b-,hind hi-n is Robert Snell, 
Who's writing th's poem, none too wdl. 
Stevenson shows up once in a while, 
Thcn's no boo'· n his h.=rnd but he's wearing a s::nile. 
From Stapl::n co'11.es our Jerry Thurston, 
He's got so much to do he's nearly burstin'. 
Though math. is out of Tiop8!t's line, 
He finds his interest on Concession nine. 
Our Phoebus reporter is Margaret White, 
She always gets the news down right. 
Sylvia \/1/illms ;s last; now, lei's see, 
I understand she makes good iea. 
Good things must come to an end they say, 
Until next year at least, good-bye 13A. 
12C & 13C 
PHOEBUS 
(N,!J 
FRONT ROW; Anne Jane 1k, Glcnice B:a~·.1:tt, }, ur:d Ste,em:cn, Ann Krc.y, Millicent 
\Valley, In:me Brc.,w.-i, M~nia Keh.a a, Ur3ul,i Kurth, D-ris E::pktt, fonct Drecser, 
D:>rothy Young. Be:ty lvL Vu'.'l'.'le.L M:lr ::,ie \,/j- . te, Lo.~e Col,ard. 
SE:OND ROW: AC:eh Wah';y, Glann;;. Nic'1.ol~on, D:rothy Wint0rbottom, Kat'e Dama, 
Ma:.rjorie Wer~. Beverly Slcan, D::rcthy Mu:gr-\o, Frances We',.,cr, )€a'.'l Bertrand, 
Isabel Morita, Marjorie Rob:nso'.'l, Vi::-let \l./aite3, Dcr~thy vVic:;LeU. 
BACK ROW: Ke:th McCracken. Clair McKeen. Bob Furse!. John Crump, Pat Mich<>ll, 
E'.iwad Gillander.3, Lewis Tompich, Marth Wdley, Vict::r ',h·esrnn, Artht:r 
Neville. 
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Name: Edward Gillanders. 
Favourite Saying: Jump in the basket. 
12C 
Ambition: To own a business and have Adele work for me. 
Name: Ad9le Wahby. 
Favourite Saying: Aw, cut it out. 
Ambition: To be six feet tall, and marry Ed. 
Name: Muriel Stevenson. 
Favourite Saying: 'Nell, do tell. 
Ambition: To go out with Clark Gable. 
Name: Dorothy Winterbottom. 
Favourite Saying: Really? 
Ambition: To work for a man with a comfortable knee. (Murray Cascadden.) 
Name; Katie Dama. 
Favourite Saying: Are you coming, Anne? 
Ambition: To own the Empire State Building. 
Name: Isabel Morita. 
Favourite Saying: Oh, for crying out loud. 
Ambition: To work for a man who has a wife who isn't jealous. 
Name: Glenna Nicholson. 
Favourite Saying: Holy cow! 
Ambition: To be a hard working secretary with an easy job. 
Name: Violet Waites. 
Favourite Saying: What? 
Ambition: To take life easy. 
Name: Beverly Sloan. 
Favourite Saying: I can't do that. 
Ambition: To be a good secretary for an understanding boss. 
Name: Frances Weber. 
Favourite Saying: I'll nevsr tell. 
Ambition: To work for a small, thin man, so I won't notice my own size. 
- Dot Winterbottom 
- Ed Gillanders 
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John Crump 
Keith McCracken 
Clair McKeen 
Pat Mitchell 
Art Neville 
Bob Pursel 
Lewis Tempich 
Victor Thiessen 
Martin Walley 
Jean Bertrand 
Glenice Brackett 
Irene Brown 
Lois Collard 
Janet Dresser 
Madeline Drummond 
Doris Epplett 
Anne Janosik 
Mania Kolibaba 
Ann Kray 
Ursula Kurth 
Betty McVannell 
Dorothy Musgrove 
Marjorie Robinson 
Millicent Walley 
Marjorie Ware 
Marjorie White 
Dorothy Wigfield 
Helen Young 
CLASS OF 13C 
Ambition 
Office Work 
Auto Salesman 
Cabinet Maker 
Hydrogen Bomb Scientist 
Sportswriter 
Punch a till at the A & P 
Office Work 
Oil Painter 
To go out with Ava Gardner 
Travel 
Receptionist 
Nurse 
Office Work 
Nurse 
Secretary 
Secretary (with wings) 
Private Secretary 
Educated 
Nurse 
Secretary 
Nurse 
Nurse 
Secretary 
Travel 
Get Married 
Secretary 
Secretary 
Office Work 
* * * 
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Favorite Saying 
My Golly 
My Goodness 
Oh Gee 
Oh Fuss 
My nose bleeds for you 
Shafted 
Curses, foiled again 
Aw Gee 
I couldn't care less 
How are you for underwear 
Oh Poo 
Oh Dear 
Gee 
Jumpin Jiminy 
Well I'll be 
Whoop-ee-dee 
Oh Cripe 
Gee Whiz 
Oh for goodness sakes 
Gee Whinnikers 
Oh for Lord's Sake 
Ru-u-ff 
Heavens 
Here I am 
Graydon 
Don't be silly 
Well what do you know 
Oh My 
- Lewis Tempich 
~ 
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WHEATLEY 
- High School-
Mrs. E. Jackman Mr. R. Richardson 
Faculty - 2 Members. Student Body - 53 
School Motto - Labor Omnia Vincit 
School Colours - Purple and Gold 
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BACK RO\V: Walter Klassen, Nick Beleutz, Harry Moody, Gary Brown, Gary Edwards, 
Kei!h Dunmore, Mt·rray Musgrove, Arleigh Omstead, Duane Quick, Ronald 
Dibbley, Kenneth Bell, Harvey Whaley, Wayne Beatty. Arthur Koep, Ronald 
McCracken, Murray Siddall, Hercert Kornelsen. 
SECOND ROW: Beth Hodgson, Sharon Brown, Jean Whittal. Audrey Bailey. Barbara 
Philcox, Mary Neville, Marilyn Drummcnd, Norene Imeson, Maxine McDcnald. 
Elsie Siddall. 
FRONT ROW: Dorothy Hodgscn, Vivian Hodgson, Shirley Taylor, Velma Cculter, Meri.;!n 
Beswick, Gwen Gorbold, Beverley Mills, Laverne Reid, Anna Willan, lleancr 
Stothart. 
* * * 
GRADE 9 
September found thirty-seven eager students gathered together ready to 
start their first term at Wheatley High School. Our form teacher, Mrs. Ulch, 
resigned at Christmas and was replaced by Mrs. Jackman of Tilbury. 
Wheatley students participated in the Leamington field day with Duane 
Quick beaten by only one Leamington boy of the junior division. In the ping 
pong tournament Arleigh Omstead was a finalist and beaten only by a grade 
10 contestant. Mrs. Julien presides over the Glee Club. 
Our main interest now is to be successful in our studies and set an 
example for the grade 9' s of the future. 
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GRADE 10 
BACK ROW: Jack Fi,;her, Harcl:1 Dundas, Murray Loop, Keith Jackson, Jack Authier, 
Marion Seili, Richard Reid, Bill Brown, Tom Hyatt, Bud Elsom. 
FRONT ROW: Eileen Jacobs, Georgann Lounsbury. Joyce Wharram, Nancy Neville, 
Marlene McDonald. Dorothy Wright. 
GRADE 10 
We have a gang we think is lops, 
We're not so smart but we do a lot; 
We're not so pretty, we're not so grand, 
But wa rate high throughout the land. 
Now take our Dick, a right good guy; 
But come exams, on marks he's shy; 
You say he studied hard, says you, 
I'll bet he studied with a cue. 
And there's Eileen, our smartest scholar, 
Who studies and studies without a holler; 
And, after all, maybe study pays 
'Cause at the head of our class she always stays. 
As you all know the news must get through, 
So our editor, Bill, has got quite a crew; 
I guess they'll do but I'll give odds 
They think that paper is strictly for wads. 
Here's the rest of our class, though there's not so many to see; 
There's Tom and there's Nancy and Dorothy and me, 
There's Marlene and Bud and Marion. and Harold, 
These students come first, our bright ones to herald. 
There's Georgann and Joyce and Murray and Jack; 
Now there's only one left that's still in our stack, 
And here he is, folks, last but not least, 
Our old taxi stand-by our F-0-R-D man Keith. 
So, to sum ii up, we've got some class; 
To sum it up we have some class 
To sum it up. Are we some class? 
You bet, We're GRADE TEN, WHEATLEY. 
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DID YOU KNOW 
That Leamington High School opened January 7, 1896, with 69 students? 
Th:'it the first principal, Mr. John Elliott, advertised in the county papers 
for students? 
That some r.:i.tepayers objected giving $5,000 to start a school? Reason-
wast3 of money. 
That in 1900 the enrolment was 133 with four teachers? That in 1950 
the enrolment is 562 at Leamington and 54 at Wheatley. That there are 23 
ie,chers at LeaTiin:iton and two at Wheatley? 
That L.H.S. won WOSSA ;rack and field at London in 1933? 
That L.H.S. is rated 011e of the top schools in the Province by the De-
p:1rtment of Education? 
That the House system has been active since 1940? 
That 305 rural students are transported to and from school each day? 
Th ..,t !he student House system owns and operates its own Sound Movie 
Projector $550, Amplifying System $350, and Softball Floodlighted Field with 
52,000 equipment. and also owns and uses $500 worth of Athletic Uniforms and 
~quipment? 
That $108.14 was raised at the school for the Canadian March of Dimes? 
? WHICH \,.Jr,..y D\4E GO ? 
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WHEATLEY SUPER 
MARKET 
WHEATLEY'S MODERN 
GROCERY 
-Fres h and Cooked Meats-
- Groceries -
- Fruits and Vegetables 
§ 
Q U ALITY PL US 
LOW PRICES 
Compliments of 
ROBINSON'S 
MEN'S SHOP 
• 
FINE CLOTHING 
• 
PHONE 108w 
Wheatley 
~ 
, ............................ ....... ............ ,.., .................. ~ 
A woman was boasting to a friend that her husband had stopped smoking. 
"My, ,that takes will power," said the friend. 
"Indeed it does," agreed the wife, "and that's just what I've ,got. 
Complim e nts of 
WHEATLEY DAIRY BAR 
R. A. WILLET AND SONS 
e QUALITY DAIRY PRODUCTS 
e CREAMED COTTAGE CHE.ESE 
OUR SPECIALTY 
PHONE 69 WHEATLEY 
Nineteen Fifty PHOEBUS 
~ ~ 
BEST WISHES . .... 
FOR MEN AND BOYS 
30 Talbot Street East Leamington, Ontario 
On an examination paper a young student defined "inbreeding" as: "breeding in the 
same stock," for example: One Holstein cow, with another Holstein cow. 
The professor's comment: "A no-ble (!Onception." 
I 
:j: Compliments of 
Compliments of 
MORRIS & WILSON 
CHARLES FLETCHER 
JOHN JACKSON 
• 
................................. ., ........ 
J. 
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EARLY FRUITS AND VEGETABLES 
Onions - Potatoes Grain 
Erie Street N. Leamington 
Harold Wigle: "I et five oranges for supper." 
Miss Ellwood: "Ate, is the proper word." 
Harold: "Well, maybe it was eight oranges Jet." 
Phones: 870 - 871 
- .....,.. ....... ¥'Y'lJft4 • " 
CLIFTON WILSON 
DRUGS 
KODAKS FILMS 
PERFUMES 
Developing and Printing 
Leamington 
TELEPHONE 865 
Compliments of 
D. J. GILLANDERS 
AND SONS 
Grain, Feeds, Coal, Coke 
Hardware 
PHONE 3 1 
N ineteen Fifty 
~ 
F RESH CUT FLO"\VERS 
WEDDING BOUQUETS 
OORSAGES 
Funeral Designs A Specia!ty 
§ 
Greenhouses - Talbot St. W. 
PHONE 458 
PHOEBUS 
Geo. W. Jackson 
& Son 
(i"+,.!) 
THE HOME FURNISHERS 
§ 
CHINA 
WALLPAPER 
FURNITURE 
§ 
1887-0ur 63rd Year- 1950 
J 
~····-
Mr. Nicholson to Frank Kungel: "If you had twenty sheep and one ran away, how 
many would you have left?" 
Frank: "None." 
Mr. Nicholson: "Wrong, you wouJd have nineteen." 
Frank: "Mr. Nicholson, you may know arithmetic, but you don't know sheep." 
S. Ward&Sons 
PLUMBING 
HEATING 
WELDING 
GRJEENHOUSE HEATING AND 
REP AI R SPECIALISTS 
Phone 49:3W 265 Erie St. S. 
HARTFORD'S TEXACO 
SERVICE 
Firestone Tires and Exide 
Batteries 
- GENERAL REP AIRING-
Phone 4 79 - Talbot St. East Ww*J,~...,···~ 
Compliments of 
THE 
AUTO STOP HOTEL 
J. VLASIC, prop. 
Erie St. S. Leamington 
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LEAMINGTON DISTRICT 
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY 
1950 FAIR 
SEPTEMBER 26 30 
H. H. PICKLE, President J. S. WALKER, Sec.-Manager 
HOWARD E. JONES, Treasurer 
.-..,r:u, n n neeee~e V t t , ............... e ta.; t t ee ....... ,e ..... ee ....,_.....,,eat t~ 
Some time ago the following appeared as an advertisement for soap: "If you don't 
use our soap, for goodness sakes use our perfumes." 
BEST WISHES .. ••• 
TOM BAIRD, President TOM RUSSELL, Vice President 
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~- Compliments of ), 
~ ~ Leamington S_J.IJorting Goods 
~~AD(i)UARTERS" 
Basketball Shoes 
Swe1tshirts "T" Shirts 
rr~s;ectivc :Cr~1p:oyer: "I ;:(vc t:p! !s:n': there n::y,h:r.] yo';.! c:m do be.~~r th:rn any-
o::~· c:.:c ?" 
L'. =~;~_o:. : "C:1 ye.:; sir, I c:::1 rc::d r.:y onn nriting." 
Only One Ploco in 
Town 
Nineteen Fifty PHOEBUS 
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Compliments of 
Clarence .. 4. Bailey 
Garage and Service 
Station 
§ 
39 Erie St. S. Leamington 
......................... t ....... 
Compliments of 
Ii. Ii. ~OSt 
BEATTY 
Sales and Service 
§ 
Washers - Irons - Ranges 
Refrigerators 
35 MILL ST. 
Phone I 136 
,,,,~..............,,,,~ 
Mr. Foreman: "The brain of the average commercial student is the most amazing 
thing." 
Students: "Why?" 
Mr. Forman: "It begins to function the minute you jump out of bed, and doesn't 
quit until you reach the classroom." 
......................... 0 ~ 
Compliments of CROSS BROS. 
STEWARTS 
• 
Builders & Contractors Plumbing Heating 
Electric Wiring 
• 
- Phones -
1232M 481J 32 Fox St., Phone 396 
.......................... ~ 
_J 
Nineteen Fifty 
C'+-!l 
~ 4 4" 4 4 .......-.-. 4 4 4 4 ....... 4 .... ; :I 
Compliments of 
Geo. R. Parsons 
and Sans 
CASH & CARRY BAKERY 
§ 
Bread, Cakes, Pastry, Donuts, 
Wedding Cakes & Ornaments. 
§ 
Phone 419 
Erie Street S., Leamington 
................ ~··•*""-'. 
PHOEBUS 
~ 
Where Service Is Guaranteed 
EDWARDS 
RADIO SERVICE 
For Twenty Years In 
LEAMING TON 
TELEVISION 
A.M. - R A D I O S - F.M. 
Rogers - Philips - DeForest 
Electrohome - Marconi 
PHONE 437 
61 Talbot St. E., Leamington 
"-"*''*" ...................... ...... 
Miss Ryan: "Didn't I tell you to notice when the soup boiled over?" 
Pauline Dunmore: "I did. It was exactly half.past ten." 
- 4 ••• ¥¥¥¥ "·~ 
• 
Compliments of 
A. C. Fox Co~ 
Limited 
• Everything Electrical e 
Phone 1304 
• 
52 Mill St. W. - Leamington 
......... ~······*-'-' 
PHONE 1046 
WIGLE'S DRUG STORE 
Prescriptions Sick Room 
Supplies 
Nyal Quality Family Medicine 
Hudnut DuBarry 
Helena Rubinstein 
Cosmetics 
25 Erie St. South 
Make "MAC" Your Druggist 
............ ........,,_. ........... "-' 
Nineteen Fifty 
~ 
PHOEBUS 
Compliments of 
LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR 
AND ACCESSORIES 
Talbot St. W. Leamington 
PHONE 268 
~ 
Compliments of 
• 
Talbot Street East 
Leamington 
• 
,:,,, ......... ._.__._... .... ~ 
Sign in a. Tailor Shop: "Clothes Pressed While You Hide." 
W16Lt MOTO~S 
CHEVROLET - OLDSMOBILE - CHEVROLET 
TRUCKS 
Guaranteed Repairs by Factory Trained Mechaniics 
Up-To-Date Equipment To Handle All Your Automotive Needs 
58 Erie Street N. Phone 169 
-- 24-HOUR TOWING SERVICE --
Nineteen Fifty PHOEBUS 
C'+-!> (i'+.:) 
BEST WISHES . ..• . 
Qual ify Commercial Printing 
20 Mill Street West Phone 224 
Bill: "Who is that blonde over there?" 
John: "That's Ray's wife. Don't you recognize her?" 
Bill: "I thought he married a brunette." 
John: "Oh yes he did- but she dyed." 
~ .......... .-..~ ..... 
REAL ESTATE 
• J.M. Shuste1· 
e COMMERCIAL 
e RESIDENTIAL 
Town, Country and Farm, 
Business Properties 
Sales - Rentals - Exchanges 
Summer Cottages a Specialty 
General Insurance 
Money To Loan 
28 Erie N. Phone 1331-W 
**"*-*'''' ' ''......,._,, ........... """ 
MCQUEEN BROTHERS 
GENERAL MACHINE SHOP 
-and -
PORTABLE WELDING 
Atlas Tires - Batteries 
Gas - Lubrication - Oil 
Accessories 
- Guaranteed Auto Repairs--
Phone 345W 270 Erie St. S. 
-··········.....,········~ 
Nineteen Fifty 
~ 
Compliments of 
A &P 
PHOEBUS 
~ 
FOOD STORES 
LEAMING TON • ONTARIO 
..... t •••••• ~ ..... ,......, t t ........ t ............ t l.;J .......... ....._... • ~ \ 
Nineteen Fifty 
~ 
PHOEBUS 
Compliments of 
RICK'S MEN'S WEAR 
READY-TO-WEAR 
SUITS 
TOPCOATS 
SPORTCOATS 
SLACKS 
-also-
Oomplete Haberdashery 
Department 
For Men and Young Men 
G'+.!) 
• 
Compliments of 
• 
,,,. .............................. ............. ,.. .• 
Mr. Graham was taking up the formation of rocks and asked Emerson to analyse 
mavble. Emerson's reply was: "It's in my head, but I can't express it." 
Congratulations and Best Wishes from 
THE LEAMINGTON 
LIONS CLUB 
Nineteen Fifty PHOEBUS 
~ 
~. '."' $ • u '. $ •• u.ts¥¥ •• • •• • • • • •••• ¥ 4'-4' • 4"¥"'iC"rw ......... u u ..... u ... ,. ; 
131Cl\f0~1) CA13S 
PHONE 776 
--24-HOUR SERVICE- -
Mrs. Anderson, annoyed with her clock-watching student, covered the clock with 
cardboard on which she wrote: "Time will pass, will you? " 
STORAGE 
BATTERIES 
BUSINESS 
GRAHAM'S 
Phone 909 
-····~····.....,···••""4,. 
Compliments of 
SHELLS 
LEAMINGTON'S 
TELEV I SION 
H E A DQ U A R T E R S 
PHONE 950 10 ERIE N. 
~···········-·······~ j 
Nineteen Fifty 
C'+..!> 
PHOEBUS 
ANNOUNCING TH E' 
''Plate Room'' 
of the 
Leamington Hotel 
Southern Ontario's Most Attractive and Popular 
Dining Room 
Ideal Setting For 
CLASS DINNERS 
BIRTHDAY PARTIES 
WEDDING RECEPTIONS 
Courteous & Efficient Service - Excellent Cuisine 
MORGAN BROWN, Proprietor 
G'...:J 
., • V t t t t t + + e + t tt.,; t t t tJ t t t t t+ t ..,_._. t t t t t t t t V t t t t t ._. t t t t + t t t 1"' 
Nineteen Fifty PHOEBUS 
~ -------------------------(i'-...:> 
~ ... ,-p,,~444444~······ ... ••••••• ... 
I N s u R A N C E OF EVERY DESCRIPTION 
Let This Agency Relieve You of Your Insurance Worries ! 
Truman F. Dillon 
Insurance Agency 
97 T a~bot St. W. Leamington Phone 737 
The mess sergeant noticed one of the draftees had taken four cups of coffee and was 
starting on his fifth. 
"Say, you must like coffee." 
"Sure do," answered the private, "that's why I'm willing to drink so much hot 
water to get a little of it." 
~ ........... ~ ..................... ,111,,, .............. . 
JOHN C. GRAHAM CO. 
J. I. CASE TRACTORS 
IRON~AGE POT A TO SPRAYERS, DUSTERS 
& POT A TO DIGGERS 
~~LENS HUSKI • GARDEN TRACTORS 
KING-WYSE POTATO & ONION GRADERS 
NEW HOLLAND MECHANICAL CELERY, SPANISH ONION 
AND TOBACCO TRANSPLANTERS 
We Carry A Full Stock of Parts For 
--BRIGGS & STRATTON ENGINES--
Sale~, Service 6eneral ~epairin8 
Phone 951 88 Erie St. N. 
c:e,; 
Nineteen Fifty PHOEBUS 
~ ------------- ------------~ 
~ ......................................... ~~ ................. .,. 
ENROLL FOR SUCCESS 
"MAKING APPLICATION FOR A BUSINESS SCHOOL 
COURSE IS THE FIRST STEP TOWARDS A SUCCESSFUL 
BUSINESS CAREER" 
Windsoa· 13usiness Colle1se 
OFFERS YOU 
e THOROUGH TRAINING, geared to to-day's office re-
quirements. 
e EXPERIENCED TEACHERS, sympathetic to individual 
difficulties. 
e COURSES AND STANDARDS, that only membership in 
the Business Educators' Assn. of Canada can provide. 
e FINAL EXAMINATIONS set and marked by the Exam-
ining Board of the Business Educators' Association of 
Canada. 
e GRADUATION DIPLOMA, issued over the signatures of 
the officers of the Business Educators' Association of 
Canada. 
e MODERN EQUIPMENT, installed for students' welfare 
and comfort. 
e BRIGHT AIRY CLASSROOMS, warm in winter and cool 
in summer. 
e PLACEMENT SERVICE-We are satisfied only when 
each graduate is happily and gainfully employed. 
e TO GRADUATES the orivileg,2 of returning to school at 
any time in the future FREE OF CHARGE to brush up on 
any subject or subjects. 
When Deciding On A Career--Get Full Information 
-From-
WINDSOR 
BUSINESS COLLEGE 
R. J. Service, Principal and Owner 
15 Chatham Street East Windsor, Ontario 
PHONE 3-4921 
..., ._.. t • ._, V *****¥***............,,* ""8~ ******"****..........._ .. 
PHOEBUS Nineteen Fifty c;-+..!)-~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~G'-+-!) 
f~fStl 4.NI) CU~I() Mf4TS - POULT~l' - fTC. 
22 Talbot Street East Phone 171 
IF YOU DON'T KNOW YOUR MEAT-
- KNOW YOUR BUTCHER 
Modern and Clean 
~ • ~ • • • ...._. • V t t + + + + + -V + t t + + + t t t + t t t +Jt t t t t t + :' + +""" 
Nineteen Fifty 
C'+..!> 
, ............................... . 
Setterington's Fe,rtilizer 
Service Limited 
-PHONE 153-
199 Erie St. S., Leamington 
""1 ¥"¥'Y'4 U ¥ ¥ ; ¥ ............. U U ¥ ¥ .... 4 4 4' 
Compliments of 
V06Uf OAlltr 134~ 
( f\ext to Vogue Theatre) 
SODAS -- Sl/NDAHS 
AFTRR T H RATRE SNACKS 
.,,.,,,,..............,v•••••~ 
PHOEBUS 
- - (No,!) 
""'···~·· 
WM. KUSHNIR 
• 
Shipper of Canada's Finest 
Onions mu/ Ve!!etahll's 
• 
M.C.R. Drive Phone 1393 
LEAMING TON 
Marjorie Ware to Graydon Liddle during the footbalI season: "But, think of my 
repu ta lion! If you're put back on the second string, I'll be ruined." 
HUNTER'S DAIRY~~~ 
J>asteurized Mil~ and Cream 
Ma~ers of tlunter's 13rand Creamery 13utter 
Phone 296 Leamington, Ont. 
:tut n n ,,_. e, e e tut e e e ~, ~ • e ,._...,, t et t t t t t ¥et ill,......_.·-
Nineteen Fifty PHOEBUS 
c-....!l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~N-:> 
~ ...... ~ .. ,. ..... ~ .......  ........ "' 
57 
''The aim of education should be to teach 
us rather how to think, than what to think, 
rather to improve our minds, so as to enable 
us to think for ourselves, than to load the 
memory with the thoughts of other men." 
James Beattie 
H. J. HEINZ COMPANY 
OF CANADA LTD. 
Home Of The 57 Varieties 
Nineteen Fifty PHOEBUS 
~ · ~-~~~--~~~~~-~~~~----~~-~ 
Compliments of 
Lino Graft Co. 
LINOLEUM, ASPHALT 
TILE & RUBBER TILE 
FLOORS 
Phone 1386W 
' 
' 
' 
' 
11 Mill St. W. Leamington 
' 
tw* ... • • • • ,., • • ... t """"" ........... 
We extend to the students & staff 
of the Leamington High School 
congratulations on this splendid 
edition of 
''The J>hoebus'" 1 f)50 
Our best wishes too, for your 
fu rtu re success. 
LIAMIN OTO N •• ONTAIIO 
R. P. Armes, manager 
Overheard in the library- Barbara Poore is studying Alexander the Great's strategy 
. - · · · . some day she too hopes to lead men. 
- ......... ..........., 
Compliments of 
JACK DOBSON 
• 
A. C. ASHBY 
---Hair Stylists ---
(PettapieC!.£ Ca'tta9e & 
!Buif Je't~' ~ufaplie~ 
Insulation - Concrete - Tile 
Mason & Plasterers' Supplies 
Wallboard 
PHONE 849W 
Oak Street W., Leamington 
N ineteen Fifty PHOEBUS 
c-t,.!)---- -----------------------c;-+.:> 
.......... 4 4 4,.......... •• ........,. ••••• 4 ~,............ 4 ... ........... ~ < 
CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES 
41 Oak St. W. Leamington 
Miss Galbraith: "Murray, name the five most important races of man." 
Murray Kennedy : "'I]he one-hundred yard dash, two hundred yards, the quarter, 
the mile and the hurdles." 
......................... ~., 
Compliments of 
Jim Gooch 
.............................. "" 
r,.::..............,, •• ...................... 
Compliments of 
J. Slit~MA~ 
& so~s 
• 
TRUCK AND STORAGE 
• 
LEAMING TON 
•••••"'1*•••••• ........... •••¥'9' 
Nineteen Fifty 
r;,+..!) 
J. J. Matheson 
McCormick - Deering Agent 
Beatty Bros. Barn Equipment 
and Potato Machinery 
• 
PHONE 236 
274 Erie St. S., Leamington 
J 
PH .. JS 
~ 
...... ------ ., __ 
• , , , , , , + , , 44444V4 • • • • '*'m 
' 
ComplimentR of / 
.,.-/ 
STEJAPS 
• 
PIES . COQKIES 
r. 
DONUTS 
• 
Wheatley 
Taxi driver to fare: "There'll be no charge, lady; you did most of the driving." 
PY" ...._........ 4 4 4 4 ,.._. 4 4 4 4 A. ¥ ¥ "'4 4 4 4 4 .... 4 4 
IRWIN'S DAIRY BAR 
56 MILL STREET 
Phone 1275 Leamington, Onr. 
r nn,eenee•••••e._., •• ,...,...._... 0 ,...._...,,,ee~t._...e,_......,,,..._.~ 
Ninetee 
c,f,..!) - 1y PHOEBUS ~ 
rtprf 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4"+ 4 4 4 4 4 4 A1'4 4 4 4 $ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 ..... 4 4 4 4 4 4 ••• 
FOOTWEAR 
tIARTT 
MURR'AY 
BUCKINGHAM 
STRIDER 
RITCHIE 
BROUWER 
AIR-STEP 
MEDCALF 
SELBY 
Women's 
AAAA 
to 
E1EE 
Jim Brooks had passed all of the questions for his boy scout papers except one. It 
had to do with the flag. "Think now," said the scoutmaster, "What do you see flying 
over a1l the courthouses'?" 
">'htened and said: "I know, Pigeons." 
Cor,tpliments of 
~.NGTON MEAT MARKET 
ROY COLE, prop. 
t 
Fresh and Cured Meats 
Poultry, Etc. 
Phone 145 
Leamington 
""""*****•.,•••v••v••..,..._ 
.• 
P#.-u,,, ....................... ..... 
I 
I 
I 
Compliments of 
< 
SCOTTY'S 
CORNER STORE 
• 
Corner of Fifth Concession 
and Leamington Sideroad 
• 
• --Bill Stevenson, prop.-
• 
__._._ ••• ,..., ......... ..v,,,,...._ 


